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Selected As A Best All !Mind Kentucky Community Newspaper "
United Press IN OUR 78th YEAR Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 22, 1957
Seen & Heard
Around Murray
Charles Mason Baker was driv-
ing* along with his family the
ether day smoking a cigarette.
H. must have been holding it
loosely or something, anyway the
wind whipped it away from his
fingers to points unknown.
Charles was sure it went in the
back seat and after much screech-
ng of thee, succeeded in getting
he car stopped.
H. hopped out and began shout-
ing orders and where to search
for the missing cigarette, but it
could be found no where.
Charles lispason insisted that he
smelled smoke, but no one else
could.
The cigarette was finally found
bugling a hole in Charles' shirt
poeMet where it had come to
rest.
Day lilies and tohers are in
bloom now and `riger lilies are
just opening up. The brown eyed
Susans and the Chigger Weed
we transplanted last fall did
well.
Smallest wanted to sleep out in
the- yard the other night. Said
that he had not slept out since
he had been born We reminded
him that he hadn't been born
too long in the first place. He
slept out with the next oldest.
Little League Play
Seen Last Night
In the first game of little lea-
gue play last night the Cubs
wen over the Reds by a score
of 8-4. The Cubs collected eight
hits, while the Reds were getting
6 hits. Howe collected two hits
for the Cubs and Patterson got
two for the Reds. The winning
pitcher was Howe and Danner
was the loser.
In the second game of the
night the Yanks won over the
Cards by a count of 10-6. The
tanks got nine hits and yielded
six hits to the Cards. Faughn
got three hits for the Yanks.
Hendon had two hits for the
Cards. The winning pitcher was
Faughn and Tidwell was the
loser. These were the first games




James E Garrison with the aid
of Mrs Garrison, will act as the
1957-58 advisors to the local
youth group of the First Metho-
chat church,
Garrison replaces Mrs. C. C.
Lowery, who for a number of
years, was the counselor.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrison have
been residents of Murray for
several months, coming to Mur-
ray from Pontotoc, Mississippi.
He is at the present time general
manager of the Ryan Milk Co.
Frankie Erwin, reporter for
the M.Y.F. said that the group
anticipates a successful year.
This Week's Balance Sheet
Ir The Hot and Cold War
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff C pondent
The week's good and bad news
on the international balance
sheet:
Hope rose measurably this
week that the world's three great
nuclear powers might take soon
to a• historic "first step" toward
a disarmament agreement.
Wociet Russia had proposed, in
the United Nations disarmament
negotiations in London. that tests
of nuclear weapons be suspend-
ed.
,The United States took a de-
 &Lesley frielldie. attitude toward
this proposal. One reason was
that Russia, in a radical depart-
ure from its traditional policy.
proposed that control pos t s,
with scientific instru-
Vt;s9,elcele set up in the countries
concerned to make sure that
any illegal tests would be de-
tected.
But the United States sought
also an agreement under which
the nuclear powers — United
States, Great Britain and Russia
-- would begin within an agreed
time to stop production of nu-
clear weapons and to reduce
exiling stockpiles.
1
President Eisenhower and Jap-
anese Premier Nobusuke Kishi
opened a conference with a
round of golf on the Burning
Tree course in Washington.
Kishie negotiations with Ei-
senhower and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles were expect-
ed le result in the establishment
of fle new basis for Japanese -
Mower's most important guest
during the scoring and summer
diplomatic visiting season.
Kishi arrived in Washington
one day after a federal judge
had ruled that the United States
must not turn over to Japanese
authorities Army Specialist 3C
William S. Girard, accused of
killing a Japanese woman on a
firing range near Tokyo.
The ruling upset an admini-
stration decision to permit a
Japanese court to try Girard
under the Status ef Forces agree-
ment covering American troops
!tett-coned in Japan.
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy
held that Girard was clearly on
duty when the woman was kil-
led. Because, of that, he said,
Girard was entitled under the
Constitution to trial by an
American court martial.
The administration appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court.4
"Deeply shocked" .. "Abuses
that could be perpetrated by a
police force all-powerful, pitiless
and unabashed by any shamful
act..." "Appalling descriptions"
of tortures.
In such words as these, a Unit-
ed Nations special committee de-
nounced Soviet Russia's savage
suppression of the Hungarian re-
volt last November.
Russian troops were used to
crush "a spontaneous national
uprising" and to overthrow a
"legal and Popularly - supported
government,". the report said. It
American relations.
characterized Premier Janos Ka-
Japan's ,position in the 
dar as a puppet.
East, with 'Communist China and 
The report was the most vig-
Soviet Russia as its immediate 
orous denunciation of Soviet
neighbors,, made it evident that 
terroristic actions ever made by
Kishi was' likely to be Eisen-
a U.N. agency.
A special meeting of the U. N.
Assembly, with all 81 members
' attehding, may be called to fol-




, '-gcnithweet Kentucky — Partly
tcloudy and warm today and
tonight, high near 90, low in
middle 70s. Partly cloudy and
wale With scattered thunder-
showers likely Sunday.
Some 5:30 a m temperatures:
Covington 71, Bowling Green
72, Louisville 72, Paducah 75,






The Junior 4-H Club baseball
league opens play this afternoon
with a pair` of games set at
Little League Park.
Kirksey vies with Lynn Grove
in the first contest getting under-
way at 1:15 and elee New Concord
and Alm() nines will battle in
the afteignath.
gabe Flith- League
W L Pct., GB
Pirates 3 2 .600
Giants 3 2 .600
Braves 2 3 .400 1





United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON IP —The Su-
preme Court today underlined
the impeetance the United States
pla cete on The. ...Giraid case by
po
r,
gt ning its rec.'s to settle the
legal angle arising from it.
The court, which has nut sat
in July during recent times, set
July 8 for hearings in the case.
Extension- of the court term,
already time of the longest in
recent years, disrupted evacation
plans of most of the justices.
Justice William 0. Douglas, a
veteran summer traveler, already
has left for Europe and h i s
schedule calls for shim to be
heading for the Khyber Pass
and Afghanistan in a station
wagon on July 8. -
Touches Off Dispute
The Girard case has touched
off an international dispute and
U.S. officials feel it jeopardizes
relations with a number of allies.
It arose after Army Specialist
3C William S. Girard killed a
Japanese woman as she was
scavenging for scrap metal on an
Army firing range in Japan.
Attorneys will press appeals
filed by both Girard and the
government from last Tuesday's
decision by Federal District
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy.
That ruling barred a Japanese
trial for Girard.
Court aides said Douglas will
be notified of the decision to
hear the appeals. But it was not
known whether he will cancel
his trip. ,.
Plans of Chief Justice ltasl-
Warren and Justice Tom C. Clark
to ,attend an American Bar Assn.
meeting in London Jule' 24-30
will not necessarily be affected
by the Girard arguments.
Another Justice Sailing i
Justice Harold II. Burton is
Europe bound, too. He has a
steamship reservation for July
13.
The court allowed four hours
for the arguments, although two
is the usual limit. It said briefs
must be filed by each side on or
before July tl. and must be ans-
wered within five days of receipt.
Girard is now confined at
Camp Whittinsecon ip Japan. His
Japanese trial 'Was to leave-be-
gun Friday following the waiver
cif U.S!' Mriediction -over herr by-
Defense Department officials.
The -,government's Supreme
Court appeal asks a reversal of
McGarraghy's ruling that a Jap-
anese trial would violate the
soldier's constitutional rights.
Girard's attorneys want an. af-
firmance of that decision, plus a
writ of habeas corpus to release
him from custody.
NEED BIGGER SHEEP!
LOS ANGELES da — Madava-
setty Viswanathasetty Udupikrish-
na, Maheshchandra Girijashnaker
Shukla and Prabodhchandra Giri-
jashanker Shukla — all of India
—gave diploma printers a rough
time. Their names were among
3.000 printed on sheepskins of
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THE 'CAIRO-DAMASCUS AXIS' IS OUT OF 'KILTER













SYRIA HAS BROKEN PROMISE
TO GIVE JORDAN FINANCIAL
A10 FOR BAULKING TREATY
WITH GREAT BtiTAIN
JORDAN CLAIMS SYRIA





HIS MAP pol.qts up a few of the reasons why the -Cairo -Damascus A.xls" is out of kilter in the




Black tornado columns spiral-
ed across the Midwest Friday
touching at Nebraska and Kan-
sas, while severe windstorms and
heavy rains did thrir share of
damage to the punished area.
At least one person was killed
when a tornado cut into the
Itsesharn part Of NutchMson. Kan.,
tearing down power lines. Winds
reaching 98 miles per' hour rip-
ped the roof off a building and
sent it crashing into the home
of Steven Chlentocs, 35. Chien-
tocs was killed and his son,
Ted, 5, was injured.
Four turkey houses de-
molished when a small to ado
swept into a turkey farm sear
Bellwood, Neb. No persons vere
reported injured. Local floc ing
followed an inch-and-a-half , in
that accompanied the Bellw od
storm.
Highways in nor th central
Kansas were barricaded with
fallen trees as severe thunder-
storms blew through the area.
An .unconfirmed twister caused
damage at Glee, Minn..
whilabout an inch of rain fell
over a .far-flung asea including
Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., Sioux
City, Iowa, Reciveood Falls and
Minnesota, Minn.. and parts iof
Wisconsin.
Throughout the rest of the
nation, except for locally heavy
storms in South Carolina and
Florida. the, weather was general-
ly milder. A few scattered thund-
ershowers sprayed -the Northern
and Central Rockies and the
Northern Plains.
Generally fair weather is fore-
cast for the area east of the
Appalachians today, with some-
what warmer temperatures in
the mid-Atlantic states and New
England. Scattered showers" and
thunderstorms were predicted for
most areas between the Rockies
and the Appalachians and down
around the Gulf Coast .
Mixed Foursome Tournament
Will Get Underway Here
A mxed foursome tournament
will be held torhorrow at the
Calloway County Country Club.
The foursomes have been select-
ed and the starting times set.
Following are the foursomes
and the starting time for each:
At 1:00 p.m., Mary Frances
Bell. Joe Hal Spann, Louise
Lam, Don Robinson.
At 1:08 p.m Lillian Ohio, M.
C. Ellis, Jean Lindsey, Buist
Scott.
AT-11-5- p.m.-Wry Wm-4 Las-
siter, H. JI Bryan, Beth Belote,
Bill Graham, Sr.
At 1:24 p.m. Madelyn Lamb,
Charles Sexton, Veneta Sexton
and Rex Alexander.
At 1:32 p.m. Sue Costello,
Maurice Ryan. Faira Alexander
and Hugo Wilson.
At 1:40 p.m., Mary Jane Little-
ton, James Clopton, Betty Hahs,
and Cook Sanders. "-
At 1:48 p.m. Reba Kirkeliaron
West, Emma Sue Hutson, and
L. K. Pinkley.
At 1:56 p.m. Martha Sue Ryan,
Al Lindsey, Frances Parker. and
Henry Fulton.
At 2:02 p.m, Ella Mae Quer-
termous. Ed Frank Kirk. Chris
Graham., and James Lassiter_
At .2'10 pm.. Rebecca West,
Henry Holton, Mary Ann Clark,
and Frank Holccenb.
At 2:18 p.m. Marie Lassiter,
Charles Clark, Betty Lowery and
Dan Hutson.
At 2:26 p.m. Dorothy Holland,
Bernard Bell. LeNelle Blalock,
and Ed Griffin.
At 2:34 P.m. Ruth Wilson,
Howard °lila. Martha Nash, and
John Quertermous.
At 2:42 p.m. Hazel Beale. Joe
Littleton. Any ladies who have
not sigeed up tor the tournament
should call Mr. Slusmeyer at
the County Club phone 9284.
PO$AiLESS ELIMINATED
John Powless was eliminated
from the NCAA tennis meet at
Salt Lake City yesterday by
slamming Samme-Giammalva, the
nation's seventh best player
Powless hed looked impressive
in rolling over two singles op-
ponents too reach the semi-finals
but lost three straight sets, 6-3,
8-6, and 6-1 te the Davis Cup
member Powless had beaten
eon Zriettson us t Ws e second
round, belting the Michigan uni-
versity champ 6-4 and 9-7
Murray Hospital






Patients Dismissed  2
New Citizens  0
Patients admitted from Wednes•
day 2:30 P.M. to Friday 11:3e
A.M.
Mrs. Charles J. West and baby
girl, 207 Sunset Drive, Mayfield;
Mr. Thomas W. Lofton, Route 2,
Golden Pond; Mrs. Bethel Dyrus,
Birch Street, Benton; Mrs. Glen
McKinney, Route 2. Murray; Mrs.




Looking for lost children com-
prised part of the duties yester-
day of the City Police. Two
lost children were reported, but
fdrtunately both Were found.
One child on North Sixteente
street was reported lost but was
found by the time police arirved.
His name could not -be learned.
Thomas Eugene Smith, age 10,
son of James E. Smith, was
also reported lost yesterday even-
ing. He had become separated
from his brothers while teptown
and had gone home alone.
SON IS BORN
Mr: and Mts.,. Bobby Gene
Dowdy of Bristole 'Tennessee are
the parents of a baby boy born
June 19. He has been named
Bradford Gene. Mr. Dowdy is
formerly of Murray and attended
Murary State College. He is
also a graduate ,of the University
of Kentucky. He is employed as
an engineer at Bristol.
The grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Dowdy of Murray and





Several women of the ldi'art
class here pooled their talents
to produce "do-it-yourself"
Christmas cards on a large, scale.
The women met once a month
before Christmas to make the
cards, whic'h picture fir trees,
nativity scenes candles and holi-
day messages. Their techniques





In the first game of Park
League actiort Thursday the In-
dians beat the Pirates 11-7. The
Indians collected eleven hits with
Hargrove banging out three. The
Pirates got only two hits as
Hudson and Terhune got one
hit apiece. The winning pitcher
was Steve McCoy and the, loser
was Jimmy Robinson.
Iis ̀ the second game the Dodg-
ers beat the Cubs 21-8. The
Dodgers collected nine hits as
Herndon led with three. The
Cubs had just two hits as Fortner
and PaschelLegot one hit apiece.
The winning -hurler was David
Terhune and the loser was Loyd
Out
VISIT HERE
Steve and Connie Fairchild of
Lone Oak a r e visiting their
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man Klapp. Their mother, Mrs.
Gene Fairchild is a patient at
Baptist Hospital. Paducah, where
she underwent surgery on Fri-
day.
Tax Levy Ordinance Fails To
Be Passed At Council Meeting
The Murray City Council met
last night with Matt Sparkman,
Mayor Pro-Tern presiding. The
council met at 7:30 and conclud-
ed the session by 8:40.
The discussion holding the at-
tention of the council for the
longest period came up when
Sparkman called for the second
reading on the ordinance con-
cerning the tax levy for this
year.
Two points in the ordinance,
which passed the first reading
unanimously on Friday June 7,
came up for discussion. Section
four calls for the levying of
a $1.50 tax on all male citizens
between 18 and 65 years of
age""' Some councilmen brought
up the, question as to how this
tax could be collected when
the individual had no property,
and if it was legal to levy the
tax on a minor.
The other point involved was
the levying of the 15 cents per
$100 worth of unmanufacturecf
products in the city not in the
hands of the producer..
Ths figure is incorrect, they
said.
Included in the o mance are
sections one and t which call
for the general valorem tax
of $1.00 per $100 worth of
property in the city and 20 cents
per $100 worth of banks shares.
The council will meet again
on July 5, and it is expected
that the ordinance will clear
during that meeting.
Another discussion was held
on the subject of who should
pay for t h e city automobile
stickers. In the past the general
rule has been followed that any
person Being within the city
and ow, rrie an automobile would
purchase the sticker. Also any
person who owns a business
within the city, although living
outside, would buy the stickers.
Some councilmen expressed the
opinion that persons living out-
side the city, but working in
the city should purchase the
stickers also.
It was agreed that for the
present the current plan would
be continued. Begining Monday
July 1 the city police will set
up , roadblocks within the city
to check for stickers. The penalty
was to go on June 15 for those
who had not purchased the stick-
ere.
The council recommended that
those persons who had rept pur-
Chandler Jubilant As Court
Hands Down Three Decisions
yRANKFORT eel —Gov. A. B.
Chandler was in a jubilant mood
today as he planned to leave
the state for Williamsburgh, Va.,
and the annual Governor's Con-
ference.
Three major decisions in the
Court of Appeals Friday were,
at least partly responsible for
the governor's- genial mood —
coupled with the fact he leaves
next week on a two-month tour
of Europe and Israel.
"We batted three for three, he
said, referring to the court de-
cisions, "the bond issue, t h e
point system,' and the whfsky
tax."
, Asked by a reporter' whether
he thought the road bonds could
be sold. Chandler replieg, "I
have never been worried about
selling the bonds—not the slight-
est. There never was a more
thoroughly tested bond issue than
this one. There are no bonds of
the character or caliber of these.
They are Tripla-A." he added.
Chandler also expressed great
satisfaction with the high court's
ruling upholding the constitu-
tionality of the driver penalty
Miss Nancy Cotham
Leaves For Camp
Miss Nancy Cotham. daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Treed Cotham,
left for Camp Readeield, Vegas,
Mo.. Friday morning tro spend
the summer. She will be aeteend
crafts director.
Miss Cotham is a senior at
Murray State College. She win
be accompanied- lay Miss Judy
Johnston, who will be unit lead-
er in the camp. Miss Johnston
is a junior at Murray State
and a phypical eduction major.
chased the sticker by July 1,
would be forced to buy the
sticker, pay the 10' per cent
penalty, and a fine of about
$2.00. This applies only to per-
sons who are required to pur-
chase the stickers.
About one-half of. the cars
.-registered in the city have the
stickers thus far.
The second reading was given
on the ordinance concerning no%
parking on the East side of
South Eighth street between
Poplar and Elm streets, and it
was passed.
Bids Ler the paving of the
railroad area will- be taken and -
the W'or'k done right away. This
area is on each side of the
railroad along Railroad Avenue.
All ehe arcea will be paved with
the exceietion of the area by
the Autrey Farmer warehouse
to the old Concord road. A fill
has to be made in the area
before paving can be done.
The culvert in front of the
Whitey Farmer cafe will also be
repaired before' paving is dune.
point-system.
-"It's going to stop this killing
on the highway," he predicted.
Be also was happy about the
-state - of the commonwealth's. fi-
nances as the end of ;he fiscal
year approached. "It looks like
I'm home free on the current
budget," Chandler said as he
read a letter from Finance Com-
missioner - James W. Martin.
The letter predicted that reve-
nue collections for June would
push the state over the 125 mil-
lion dollar mark in the general
fund for the year.
Martin disagreed with the gov-
ernor's optimstic view on find-
ing a ready buyer for the 100
million dollar bond issue, how-
ever.
Martin said he was dubious as
to whether the bonds, which are
restricted to 3 per cent interest.
would find immediate buyers. "I
think we can sell them sooner
or later. As a matter of fact, the
market may be improved by the
time the court decision becomes
final, which is 30 days," he said.
He said the restriction placed
on interest ''definitely will put
Kentucky at a disadvantage." but
he said the commonwealth's plan
will be to watch the market and
offer a block of bonds at the
mest advantageous time.
"The market is, not favorable
at this time. Even-et-it were, we
would most likely wait a while
for our first offering," Martin
added. He predicted that the
first offering of bonds probably
would be made in September.
Martin explained that the bond
market was unfavorable just
now because .the federaLegatrezne
ment pla'hee to offer two billion
donate svo'eth of bonds next






SEOUL V South Korea
cancelled all, military leaves to-
day and placed its 700,000 sol-
diers, sailors and airmen on a
full alert • isv. in apparent
antulpatk.4" c '41 ossible Com-
munist attack.
Deputy Defense Minister -Kim
Chong Kap said the alert was
"routine." There was little doubt,
however, that it was meant as
a safeguard against Red retalia-
tion by force for the Allied
decision to match ese Communist
arms buildup -In Korea.
Kim said South Korea's troop,
are alerted every eyar on about
June 25 — the anniversary of
the Communist invasion in 1950
—as a means of "intensifying
training • nd checking • equip-
ment."
-Leaves Unexplained
He did not explain why it
was necessary to cancel leaves,
icaeing .that some soldiers had
_excused from duty- if __the
alert had been planned for some
time.
Unofficial sources pointed out
that the alert was (ordered a
matter of hours after the Western
decision to modernize the de-
fenses of South Korea, was
reported to President Syngman
Rhee.
Communist propagandists in
Asia denounced the Allied deci-
sion today as 'a "plot that se-
eiously threatens peace in the
War East"
In South Korea and National-
ist China, however, the decision
was hailed as, a morale-building
measure that will prove "the
free world m e a riese business."
America's Far Eastern friends
iamented (only that the move
was "long overdue."
Reds Hit Back
Radio Pyongyang, the ,voice of
Red Korea. broadcast a long
statement by Maj. Gen. Chung
Kook Role chief Communist truce
delegate in the Asiatic nation.
"The U. S. side has not observ-
ed the armistice agreement at
any time since it was establish-
ed," Chung was quoted as see-
ing. "Now, instead of withdraw-
ing foreign trope from all Korea.
it is attempting to bring in new
type weapons and make the
U. S. military occupation of
South Korea permanent.
There are an estimated 335,000
Communist troops . from China.
in North Korea — approximately
33e1 Red divisions. Allied forces
in South Korea include 2 U. S.
divisions and scattered units
from iither western nations.
Two Automobiles
Damaged Here
Two automobiles were damag-
ed in an accident yesterday
at Ash and Third Streets about
3:30 p.m., according to city pol-
ice.
__The drivers,- -Rule .Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Dexter ,and Arthur Horn-
buckle (colored). Murray were
unhurt but their vehicles receiv-











Work On The Farm Is Called
Aid To. Delinquency Problem
) r •
$ JV $ t SURKEEN of improved pasture.'
•J4r. Allen Middleton is his
Vocational Agricultural Teacher
at Smithland High Schoo4.5teve
Is being taught improved methods
of farming both in the :class
room and on the farirn be his
agriculture teacher. Thrown nee
Kentucky. I • F. F A. the boy is *arising
Last week I planned Mr Poi- leadership.
ston farm. While- explaining the Mr. J. E. Pohton. father of
Steve, made this statement, ?Steve
St Conservation Serv.ce ,
Steve Poiston• is begining con-
servation fanning et an unumsall
early age. Steve is 14 years
of age and is the son of" 716.
and ,Mrs. J. r., Polston, iTiline.
year. One •of Ins favorite subjects
is agriculture
Steve is a member of the
Future Farmers of America Chap-
ter al Smithiand High School. 3-fool ditch. Mr. Polst on said.
His supervised farming program I want to shape this ditch and
includes I sow, 2 beef calves, change it to a waterway I can
8 active corn. 6 acres of hay, ;14 get more pasture, cross it any
where. and keep the weeds and
bushes mowed down."
On his bottom land water was
seeping down from the hill land.
He plans to construct a diversion
ditch that will carry the water
to a sod waterway
Mr. Polston will establish 12
acres of permanent pasture and
set up 17 acres up for cultiva-
' tioa; -He plans to establish a
wafering trough that wilt serve
Farrners who are using credit
soils map young Steve asked.
"what does that blue area mean
on the map!" I explained to
him and his father that was
class four land caused ba' a son to enter college he
heavy, wet, cold natured soil. have earned some money to heir)
I was surprised when Stever nay his through college. I
said. "I want a map -showing believe my son will have gained
all the classes of land and what a lot of .yaluablef experiences in
we should grow on each field." working on his own."
Never have I seen a boy of Mr Polstpn works at public
this age so interested in Mei wk and lives on their farm
servation farming • _ at Tilineo Instead of investing
or
Steve will be a Sophomore in an expensive home int town.




will be running this 30-acre
farm on his own from now on.
When the time comes for nig
and receiving some income from
their investment.
In walking over the farm with
Mr. Polston we came across a
through the Mayfield office cif tv."'' flit44s: 
His water u pply
vstil be a well which is already
the Farmers Home Administra-
serving. the home." "Health live-
record for the past fiscal year 
tion have a good repayment
stock demands clean water." said
. u
FHA always encourages its bor-
r Polston.
rowers to pry as fast as possible It even' boy in the Unit
ed
for two reasons The first Slates lived and worked in the. is
that it save, the hurr„.eni int_ same situation as Steve. our
juvenile delinquency problemcrest and second it gives them
a cushion to withstand would be sol
ved An idle mindthe years
of , bad crops, low prices or
sickniess in- -the family On all
Farmers Home Administration
Joans. the borrower has the
privilege of paying ahead of
scheduled pat/a-lents. These pay. -
ments that art- anead of schedule
can be used in any year when
st. it is not possible to make • I
regularly scheduled payment -•
We have found that the great- I
er "jt Id the rnOtey paid cS
FRA loans is received. from !
tobacco and milk. Many of our
!emirs., itake regular monthly
payments front milk and by
doing this their payment, in I
many, cases, is all paid. batore
it tomes ' 
Since July 1. 1056. the FHA
borrowers of the Mayfield office
have -repaid a total of $78.332 on
their accounts.
As of June 1. 1957. there was
an outstanding balance owed to
FHA, by all borrowers in Graves.
Calloway. and Marshall counties,
of $405,737 00 This balance rep-
resents both operating and long
term real estate loans T h e
amount owed on operating loans.
which run from one to seen
years. is *73.687. and for real
estate loans that run from 20
to 42 years. is $332.050.
The repayment on real estate
loans sirlee July I, 1954 has
been $36.318 The amount that
was due during this period was
only $21,985. Most of the farmers
are trying to get ahead with
their payments as shown by the
above record.
acre of strawberries, 12 acres
What an meet!
is the deyirs workshop. I believe
Steve will develop into a young
man that any mother and fa.her




THE mJst profitable farms
A today are the ones that use
hand, labor, capital and man-
agement in the best combina-
tion, reports the Middle West
Soil Improvement Committee
in citing recent statement by
Ohio farm economists.
• R. J. Tompkins, of Ohio Stita
University. says that farmers
can increase their net income
by proper use of fertilizer, im-
proved and adapted varieties
of seed, labor-saving tillage
... practices, weed and insect con-
troi.
E. T. Shaudys, another Ohio
economist, says that the key to
economic efficiency is "to pro-
duce where the last dollar
spent for machinery, fertilizer,
building tale, 1:vestock and oth-
er items just returns a dollar
of income."
Larger farms, he says usu-
ally can more fully utilize their
equipment and labor and
spread part of their costs over
more pounds of pork, beef and
milk, or over more bushels of
grain.
Farmers with smaller than
average acreages, says the
comnnttee, can be competitive
wroth eie larger. ,operators by
usinrjt ilizer tp,actually "in-
crease e size of their farrne.".
,. 
•
KENTUCKIANS AT FONTANA — These 4-H Club mem-
bers and leaders from eight Western Kentucky counties
attended the second annual Resourc.e Developement Con-
ference at Fontana Village, N. C. They are, bottom row
from left, Sara Fleming. Charles Hanraban. Pat Botner.
Kenneth Scott, Geneva Rogers and Robert Dunagan. Sec-
Row from the left, Lorna Ross, Carolyn Galloway, Grace
Thompson. Alveta Riley, Kaye Stovall, Mrs. Henry Rog-
ers and Mrs. Anna Thompson. Back Row from the left,
Otis Lovins, Dan McCuiston, Gail Dobson Jimmy Brand-
itetter, Joe Dean Watkins, Rex Bennett Henry Rogers
and C. 0. Bondurant.
agriculture, and industry antis
commerce ' 
Leading the group study arid
discuion, and giving the final
From beginning to end the . report on "Hiiman Resources"
Conference was outstanding for was a responsibility assigned to
participation by the delegates. the Kentucky delegation. Miss
They heard outsttnding speakers Carolyn Galloway.' of Graves
:n the resource fields. They gave County led a discus -ion grouts
group reports to 'the entire con- and then was selectel as chair-
ference. took over panel discus- man of a panel gorup to give
sions. asked questions. and ex- the "Human Resources" report.
changed ideas. And they tcm:I4. The report consisted of a Oeart-
some time out to enjoy the stirring talk and 'original p - -
outdoor activities available at one on "Youth *Responsibilities" by
of the area's most popular moun- Otis Losans a leader from Cairo-
lain lake resorts, way, anq reports by panel mem-
The three-day conference, is hers Inc ding Miss Kaye Stovall
sponsored , by the Valley-wide Of 1.'I County, Miss Lorna
Association of Test-Demonstra- Ross of Calloway County and
lion Farm Families, in coopera- 4-Wers from four other states.
tion with the Agricultural Ex- Miss Galloway reported on the
tension Services of the seven human - relationship phase of
Valley states. and TVA. Rex -Human Resources" and sum-
Moses. ,president 'of the Test marized the report. Miss Grace
Dernonsfiation, Association, ex- Thompson 
1 
of Livingston Counts':
plained to the group that "We and Charles Hanrahan of Bat-
• 
-
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Sixteen Senior 4-H Club mem-
bers from eight Western Ken-
tucky Counties attended and took
an active part in the second
annuaa Resource Study Confer-
ence at Fontana Village. North
Carolina, last week. They joined
with over 200 other 4-H'ers
from Alabama. Georgia, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina. Tennesee
and Virginia in an enthusiastic
study (by groups) of forestry,
water, power, human resources.
rural -organizations. recreation.
II want this to help you understand lard County had major parts' in
our basic and complex resource resource reports given under the
problems. and help you recognize
-peolalems,--worliowasely—osa 
I them, and perhaps solve them
' We older people hope this will
Ihelp pave the way for you tobecome much better leaders thanwe are in developing our land
and out people."
Theme of the conference evolv-
ed as 'Understanding" resoUrcee
and their use, and the unlimited
opportunities facing, young people
today 'is perhaps. the fastest
developing region in the nation.
The reports of the resource groupi
brought' out that . the delegates
felt that hheir opgortuniiies in
each of the resource fields . are
vast and challenging Each group
listed an overwhelming array of
resources existing in the Ten-
nessee Valley area. brought out
some of the problems of develop-
ment, Ines and misuse; and de-
scribed a bright outlook for the
future in development possibili-
ties. . -.
The delegates recognized that
the development of human re-
sources thmugh •Informed and
wise use iif natural resource I Ise it to paint
elerything
bat m) nails!
One coat makes almost anything look like
new again! Dries in a pity and gives a
hard, glossy finish in 'our choice of 23
colors and hon-yellowim gloss_ white.
$295 qt.
STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th & Poplar Phone 1142
leadership of other states. Grace
arid' Joe . —she-
Mr J. P. -Burriette of the TVA
on the host cpmmittee. Other
Kentucky 4-H'ers assisting with
stage arrangements for this re-
port were Joe Watkins and Robert
Duonagan.
Kentucky was represented in
the conference by a senior boy
and girl 4-H member from each
Of the equities. of Ballard, Callo-
way, Graves, Livingston, Lyon,
I Marshall. McCracken and Trigg.
Leaders accompanying the dele-
gation incluile Mr. and Mrs
Henry Rogers, Cadiz, who operate
I a special test demonstration farm
in Trigg County and Mr. Otis
Looms a .teacher in New Concord
High School in Calloway County
11:K Extension Service represen-
tatives accompanying the dele-
gation were Mrs. Anna C. Thbrnp-
1son, area agent, Paducah. and
C. 0. Bondurant area agent,
'Murray
4-H'ers reresent mg Calloway
Coun". were: Lorna Ross, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
is the most challenging oppor-
tunity the field of resource
use and development. Their
•hinking in this field was
lensed by W. M. Landeps, TVA.
His color slide talk on the "RC-
gion's Ftesoureds" pictured the
opportunities mankind has fur
relating natural resources to each
other and increasing their value
by the application of human
s
knowledge. 'skill, and ingenuity,
The whole pattern of resource 
then 'develops the best in each
and produces an ever-enriching
stream of life He called to their '
attention theimany beginnings of
such a concept in Valley develop-
'
The Kentucky grouplhad charge
of the first genera assemtl,
program on Thursday, with alio,
Geneva Rogers of Trigg Count'.
presiding. Others having a re-
sponsible part in the concha •
of the assembly were. June. .
Branthiester. M , Pat Bottler
Lobert DMnagan. Dan MCCUIS!(,:.
MISS Alveta Riley. Charles Han-
rahan, Rex Bennett, Gail Dot-
son and Kenneth Scott,
Ross. Ratite 2, Murray. Ky.
Member Senior 4-H Club, has
been treasorek, recreation leader
and vice-president, likes speech
and. was emaily spelling winner
in 1954.
Dan, McCuiston. -son of Mr.
and Mrs J W McCuiston, Route
6. Murray. Ky. Member of New




.By JAMES 0. BURKEEN
Solt Conservation Service
Robert E. 'Powell is back on
his job in Livingston County as
Work Unit Conservationist. Mr.
Powell has been working as
Acting. Area Conservationist,
—semed-eatinefie44,--Kentsicky.-
Norman 'Terry. Area Conser-
vationist. Mayfield, Kentucky, has
been on vacation for 6 weeks
visiting his daughter in France.
Mr. Terry has ,now returned to
MayfieJd and is very much re-
freshed. While he was in France
he observed the farming methods
of the France farmer.
I James p. Burkeen has been
I serving as Acting, Work Unit
Conservationist in the absence
of Robert K. Powell.
Last week I planned two farms
for. Brent Mitchell. Burna, Ken-
tudicy. A plan was worked out
that showed ,how the land could
be used within its cabalellities,
improve the fertility, and still
produce more income than it
had in the past.
Said Mr. Mitchell, "this land
has been farmed too hard. It
won't stand corning every year.
I want to sow my land &pen
snd let it rest. I can make more
from cattle. At the same time
my land will hot be washing
— MARKET REPORT _
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 18, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1058
Good Quality Fat Steers
Baby Beeves 
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters  





















Conservation is the keynote of
two .highly important 4-H prej-
ects vital to the future welfare
of the nation. They ate ,•the
oational 1-H Health, and the
Soil a n d Water Conservation
programs. Thousands of 4-H boys
and girls are now participating
in the activities whictr benefit
themselves, their homes and com-
munities.
Last year over a third of all
4-H Club members enrolled in
the health program, according
to the Cooperative Extension
Service, while those taking part
in soil and water conservation
worked on a total of nearly
400.000 acres.
"Learning by doing" pays saw-
thwhile ditii"ands, too. At the
wind-un of the 4-H Club year.
member" reoorda will be re-
viewed 'ha State Extension
office, no" reeomimendations made
for indivirseil 1S57 awards. Bas-
ed on outstanding program ach-
ievement and ,all-around 4-H
perform-sea awards are given
at the count'ao state, and national
levels.
All awards in 'the health pro-
gram v.1,1 aelin -be provided by
Eli Lilly and Co.. of Indianapolis,
Indiana. The soil and, water
conservation awards will be giv-
en for the 14th consecotive year
by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
of Akron. Ohio.
As many as four qualifying
members in each county may
win gold-filled medals. The top
ranking 1:1^y or girl in the slate
will be a, rInk•-•a,e to the national
4-H Club Consamas in Chicaeo I
next fall io"h -01 expenses paide1
The highest hr•roor — a $400
college senalar-eip — goes to
the nation-, winners.
Many splendid opportunities for
community service are offered
throught theme programs, Local
volunteer 4-H leaders lend moral
as well as active support in
helping club members to develop
rood personal healtb habits and
to irnervve health conditions
generally. The soil and water
conservation program covers a
Wide variety of undertakinset
ranging from erosion control to
tona-range Plant ttoo -so °earl-
wally reclaim hundreds of acres.
away."
Mr Mitchell wonted not that
he would nor be hale to make
all the recommended improve-
ments in I or 2 years "I will
etri s• T am able to do." said
Mr. Mitchell.
When Soil Conservation SCCV-
ice technicians work out a farm
plan, they don't expect it to
be called out in one year. After
all we have spent over 150 years
in wearing 'the land out. Yoti
are doing very good if you
build the soil as fast as you lose
It.
it reciuires a lot of hard work
to gain 'the 150 years that cur
forefathers spent in letting the
soil wash away. You are paying
for the sins of your forefathers.
Must your children pay for yours
too?
I also planned a farm for Mr.
Ed House. Ledbetter. Mr. House
was working his land on the
contour. Said Mr House, "If I
worked my land up and down
the hill it would wash away,
see how the little furrows catches
water and lets it soak in the
Soil Conservation Service tech-
nicians have layed out a 2000
foot ditch for Mr House. It will
benefit about 30 acres of land.
*WARM) PMT DEGREES
POMONA, Calif. flit — The
wives of 26 California State
Polytechnic College graduating
seniors will receive honorary
PFIT degrees during a "corn-
, riNnicemerrt" iixercise June 4. A
• PHT degree is for pushing hubby
through.
WHAT', YOUR PLEASURE
HOMETOWN, Pa. --An— For
many years Hugh Pendexter Jr.
'was a newspaperman and pub-
licist in Philadelphia. Mrs, Pen-
dexter raised dogs as a hobby.
Recently they bought a country
store here. Their advertisements
read:. "Pendexter Country Store
—From Poodles to Noodles."
A GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
JACKSON. Miss: - A base-
ball game betwei.'in the Winona
and Jackson American legion
teams ended at the top of the
fifth inning when the managers






▪ ows will make a faater
comeback after the first hay
cutting if you give them a good
top-dressing of fertilizer, re-
ports the Middle West Soil Im-
provement Committee.
"This can give you more hay
per acre," says the committee,
It can help cut feeding cost*
for dairy and beef herds and
mean more profit per animal
per acre."
Among other advantages,
Alfalfa lasts longer, gives
more hay and lower feeding'
costs when fields are top-
dressed regularly.
says the committee, are: 1—
The fertilizer helps increase
the life span of the legumes.
Thus you save time, money and
labor by not having to, reseed
your meadows so often; 2—Hay
from the fertilized meadows is
usually higher quality and
more nutritious, With a bigger
protein content. 'I!
The committee Points out that
legumes use up big amounts of
phosphate and potash. So it is
important to use a fertilizer
top-dressing that contains these
nutrients. How much fertilizer
to add depends on the needs of
individual fields, says the com-
mittee.
A soil test can give Informa-
tion on just how much of each
nutrients the land requires for .
top yields.
"In general, college agrorn
°mists advise applying WO
pounds or more per acre of a
phosphate-potash fertilizer,
such as 0-20-20, or 0-10-30, de-
pending on the soil's need for
nutrients," the committee says.






At' this season of the 'year
our clothing is inclined to get
gained with perapiratton. In dark
cottuns the earliest attention pos-
sible makes it more easy to
remove. Avoid pressing the stain.
as it may set it Wash the stain
thoroughly in warm water, rub-
bing !soap or detergent Into It,
If the fabric has discolored,
sponge a fresh stain with a
vinegar-water solotion and for
an older stain, a little ammonia
and water. Rinse thoroughly after
either treatment. Read your labels
on garments or yard goods for
facts that may be helpful when
laundering the garments.
Successive plantings for gardens
should be done in an organized
way. Planting throughout the
season to have a regular suppn
without a surplus at any tim.•
is called "succession planting,"
It is the mark of the careful
gardner. Sweet corn should be
planted every 7 to 14 days, with
tthe amount needed for the
family at each date. Plant small
amounts an beans every 10 days.
Late plant tomato‘s' in late June
or early July for tall or late
tomatoes. The same method
should be followed for slich
crops as cabbage, potatoes, rad-
ishes, lettuce, and all types of
grens. A late garden is very
• - • By S. 11. FOY
T•istS eiartgi' 5ho401 weather
malks !h. reagenary- *for to to
keep a close watch for late Blight
Early tornatc4 plants are becom-
ing spOttpd *ith plack spots on
the leaves 1f Blight is found
spray with Zineb, C.O.C.S. dust,
copper A or any good dust with
e copar base, Spray: at .weettls
intervali. „.. "
You may plant grain sorghum
up uhol Jun./ I with MO& sue-,
cevi. Plant in rows the same
width as corn. - Plants sheuld
average 3 inches apart in the
row. Si* pounds' teed per
acre is required. Drill with pop-
corn or sorghum plates. Broadcast
900 pounds of 4-12-8 in the
row 'A god& variety to plant
ie Mailing Combine Milq.., Be
Faire the seed are treated.
See your Count?, Agent for
your copy On boa., to. iitirbecue
chicken. Ask for Circular 535.
' iomato plants, With
straw or sawdust about 2 inches
dep before the vines spread on
the Stitt to much.
Keeo cueurnber, squeak melons
and pumpkin vines sprayed with
5 per cent- DDT. iust to eontrol
the, striped cucumber beetle. that
cause the vines. to die Ilaciut the
time they begin fruiting.
Spray your yard and around
the foundation of your house
with chlorodene if you are both-
ered with ants in your house.
, Grapes are rapidly rottening
With mildew caused by that warm
humid weather 'Keen the grapes
sprayed with fermate to prevetsts
the mildew Spray • after eaeh
big rain.
If you have an attack of the
army bug (Blister Beetle) spray
with 5% D.D.T
valuable since vegetables become
more expensive in food stores
in the late fall Many vegetables,
such as potatoes, squash onions,
cabage. beets. carrots and others,
can be held In storage for several
months. Late greens, kale and
cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts. radishes a nd
others can stand late frosts and
may be harvested from gardens
until Thanksgiving if there is
mild fall
U.S. farmers have indicated






















For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
GLINDEL REAVES


























































































































































United Press IN OUR 78th YEAR
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper '
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 22, 1957
Seen & Heard
Around Murray
Charles Mason Baker was driv-
ing* along with his family the
other day smoking a cigarette.
Ns must have been holding it
loosely or something, anyway the
wind whipped it away from his
fingers to points unknown.
.tah•rlom was sure it went in the
ck seat and after much screech-
IN of tires, succeeded in getting
ilhe car stopped.
i --4,.--
, He hopped out and began shout-
ing orders and where to search
1 for the missing cigarette, but it
' could be found no where.
Charles Mason insisted that he
smelled smoke, but no one else
could.
The cigarette was finally found
burDing a hole in Charles shirt
pocget where it had come to
rest.
Day lilies and tohers are in
bloom now and Tiger lilies are
just opening up. The brown eyed
Susans and the Chigger Weed
we transplanted last fall did
well.
Smallest wanted to sleep out in
the- yard the other night. Said
thale he had not slept out since
he had been born. We reminded
him that he hadn't been born
too long in the first place. He
slept out with the next oldest.
Little League Play
Seen Last Night
In the first game of little lea-
gue play last night the Cubs
wen over the Reds by a score
of 8-4. The Cubs collected eight
hits, while the Reds were getting
8 hits. Howe collected two hits
for the Cubs and Patterson got
two for the Reds. The winning
pitcher was Howe and Danner
was the loser.
In the second game of the
night the Yanks won over the
Cards by a count of 10-8. The
'tanks got nine hits and yielded
six hits to the Cards. Faughn
got three hits for the Yanks.
Hendon had two hits for the
Cards. The winning pitcher was
Faughn and Tidwell was the
loser. These were the first games




James E. Garrison with the aid
of Mrs Garrison, will-act as the
1957-58 advisors to the local
youth group of the First Metho-
dist church.
Garrison replaces Mrs. C. C.
Lowery, who for a number of
years, was the counselor.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrison have
been residents of Murray for
several months, coming to Mur-
ray from Pontotoc, Mississippi.
He is at the present time general
manager of the Ryan Milk Co.
Frankie Erwin. reporter fiar
the M_Y.F. said that the group
anticipates , a_ successful year.
This Week's Balance Sheet
lp The Hot and Cold War
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
The week's good and bad news
int the international balance
sheet'
Hope rose measurably this
week that the world's three great
nuclear powers might take soon
to a historic "first step" toward
a di.sarmament agreement.
Aciet Russia had proposed, in
the United Nations disarmament
negotiations in London, that tests
of nuclear weapons be suspend-
ed.
The United States took a de-
etriedly friendly attitude toward
this proposal. One reason was
that Russia, in a radical depart-
ure from its traditional policy,
proposed that control p os t s,
ia.p.pped with scientific instru-
ments, be set up in the countries
concerned to make sure that
any illegal tests would be de-
fected.
But the United States sought
'also an agreement under which
the nuctev powers — United
States, Great Britain and Russia
— would begin within an agreed
lime to stop production of nu-
clear weapons and to reduce
exiling stockpiles.
President Eisenhower and Jap-
anese Premier Nobusuke Kishi
opened a conference with a
round of golf on the Burning
Tree course in Washington.
Kishi's negotiations with Ei-
senhower and. Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles were expect-
ed to result in the establishment
orill new basis for Japanese -
American relations.
Japan's position in the Far
East, with Communist China and
Soviet Russia as its immediate
neighbors, made it evident that




Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and warm today and
tonight, high near 90, low in
midelle 70s Partly cloudy and
wain with scattered thunder-
showers likely Sunday.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 71, Bowling Green
72, Louisville 72, Paducah 75,




hower's most impi,rtaw guest
during the spring and summer
diplomatic visiting season.
Kishi arrived in Washington
one day after a federal judge
had ruled that the United States
must not turn over to Japanese
authorities Army Spetiallst '3C
William S. Girard, accused of
killing a Japanese woman on a
firing range near Tokyo.
The ruling upset an admini-
stration decision to permit a
Japanese court to try Girard
under the Status of Fortes -agree-
ment covering American troops
statroned in Japan.
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy
held that Girard was clearly on
duty when the woman was kil-
led. Because, of that, he said,
Girard was entitled under the
Constitution to trial by an
American court inertial.
The administration appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"Deeply shocked" ... "Abuses
that could be perpetrated by a
police force all-powerful, pitiless
and unabashed by any shamful
act..." "Appalling descriptions"
of tortures.
In such words as these, a Unit-
ed Nations special committee de-
nounced Soviet Russia's savage
suppression of the Hungarian re-
volt last November.
Russian troops were used to
crush "a spontaneous national
uprising" and to overthrow a
"legal and popularly - supported
gdvernment," the report said. It
characterized Premier Janos Ka-
dar as ,a puppet.
The, report was the most vig-
orous denunciation of Soviet
terroristic actions ever made by
a U.N. agency.
A special meeting of the U. N.
Assembly, with all 81 members
attending, may be called to fol-
low up the report.
Junior 4-H Play
o Open Today
The Junior 4-H Club baseball
league opens play this afternoon
with a pair of games set at
Little League Park.
Kirksey vies with Lynn Grove
in the first contest getting under-
way at 1:15 and the New Concord
and Alm() nines will battle In
the aftermath
Babe Ruth League
W L Pct GB
Pirates 3 2 .600
Giants  sp 2 t600
Braves ...... j  #2 3 .400 1 '





United Press Staff Corresponded(
WASHINGTON rUS —The Su-
preme Court today underlined
the importance the United States
places on the Girard case by
postponing its recess to settle the
legal tangle arising from it.
The court, which ha l not sat
in July- during recent times, set
July 8 for hearings in the case.
Extension of the court term,
already one of the longest, in
recent years, disrupted vacation
plans of most of the justices.
Justice William 0. Douglas, a
veteran summer traveler, already
has left for Europe and h i s
schedule calls for him to be
heading for the Khyber Pass
and Afghanistan in a station
wagon on July 8.
Touches Off Dispute
The Girard case has touched
off an international dispute and
U.S. officials feel it jeopardizes
relations with a number of allies.
It arose after Army Specialist
3C William S. Girard killed a
Japanese woman as she was
scavenging 'for scrap metal on an
Army firing range in Japan_
Attorneys • will press appeals
filed by both Girard and the
government from last Tuesday's
decision by Federal District
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy.
That ruling barred a Japanese
trial for Girard.
Court aides said Douglas will
be notified of the decision to
hear the appeals But it was not
known whether he will cancel
his trip.
Plans of Chief Justice. Asa-
W./wren and Justice Tom C. Clark
to attend an American Bar Assn.
meeting in London July 24-30
will not necessarily be affected
by the Girard arguments.
Another Justice Sailing
Justice Harold H. Burton is
Europe bound, too. He has a
steamship reservation for July
13.
The court allowed four hours
for the arguments, although two
is the usual limit. It said briefs
must be filed by each side on or
before July 1 and must be ans-
wered within five days of receipt.
Girard is- now confined at
Camp Whittington in Japan. His
Japanese trial was to have be-
gun Friday following the waiver
--ortf.S. jurisdiction over him try
Defense Department officials.
The government's Supre in e
Court appeal asks a reversal of
McGarraghy's ruling that a Jap-
anese trial would violate the
soldier's constitutional rights.
Girard's attorneys want an af-
firmance of that decision, plus a
writ of habeas corpus to release
him from custody.
NEED BIGGER SHEEP!
LOS ANGELES ilP — Madava-
setty Viswanathasetty Udupikrish-
rya, Maheshchandra Girijashnaker
Shukla and Prabodhchandra Girt-
iashanker Shukla — all of India
—gave diploma printers a rough
time. Their names were among
3,000 printed on sheepskins of
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SYRIA HAS AROKEN PROMISE
TO GIVE JORDAN FINANCIAL





10011 PART IN A PLOT
AGAINST KING HUSSEIN















7H15 MAP points up a few of the reasons why the "Cairo -Damascus Axle is out of kilter in the




Black tornado colunins spiral-
ed across the Midwest Friday
touching at Nebraska and Kan-
sas, while severe windstorms and
heavy rains did thrir share of
damage to the punished area.
At least one person was killed
when a tornado cut into the
newthar* part OTHutehntson, Kan.,
tearing down power lines. Winds
reaching 98 miles per hour rip-
ped the roof off a building and
sent it crashing into the home
of Steven Chlentocs, 35. Chien-
toes was killed and his son,
Ted 5 was insured., .
Four turkey houses were de-
li hed h 11 
POWLESS ELIMINATED
John Powless was eliminated
from the NCAA tennis meet at
Salt Lake City yesterday by
slamming Sammy Giammalva, the
nation's seventh best player
Powless had looked impressive
in rolling over two singles op-
ponents to reach the semi-finals
but lost three straight sets. 8-3,
8-6, and 8-1 to the Davis Cup
member Pow less had beaten
Jon ,Erickson in t is e recand
round, belting the Michigan uni-
versity champ 6-4 and 9-7
Murray Hospital
mo s w en a small tornado
swept into a turkey farm near
Bellwood. Neb. No persons were
reported injured. Local flooding
followed an inch-and-a-half ,rain
that accompanied ,,the Bellwood
storm. .r -
Highways in no rd h central
Kansas were barricaded with
fallen trees as severe thunder-
storms blew through the area.
An unconfirmed twister caused
some damage at Menem Minn.,
whilabout an inch of rain fell
over a far-flung area including
Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., Sioux
City, Iowa. Redwood Falls and
Minnesota, Minn., and parts 'of
Wisconsin.
Throughout the rest of tlie
nation, except fur locally heavy
storms in South Carolina and
Florida, the weather was general-
ly milder. A few scattered thund-
ershowers sprayed the Northern
and Central Rockies and the
Northern Plains.
Generally fair weather is fore-
cast for the area east of the
Appalachians today, with some-
what wa er temperatures ina
the mid-A, antic states end New
England. ttered showers and
thunderstorms were predicted for
most areas between the Rockies
and the Appalachians and dtivsn
around the Gulf Coast
Mixed Foursome Tournament
Will Get Underway Here
A mxed foursome tournament
will be held tomorrow at the
Calloway County Country Club.
The foursomes have been select-
ed and the starting times set.
Following are the foursomes
and the starting time for each:
At 1:00 p.m., Mary Frances
Bell, Joe Hal Spann, Louise
Lam. Don Robinson.
At 1:08 pm. Lillian Olilo, M.
C. Ellis, Jean Lindsey, Buist
Scott.
At 1:16'.m. Mary Moore Las-
siter, H..J, Bryan, Beth Belote,
Bill Graham, Sr.
At 1:24 pm Madelyn Lamb,
Charles Sexton, Veneta Sexton
and Rex Alexander.
At 1:32 p.m. .Sue Costello,
Maurice Ryan. Taira Alexander
and tfugo
At 1:40 p.m. Mary Jane Little-
ton. James Clopton, Betty Hahl,
and Cook Sanders,
At 1:48 p.m. Reba Kirk, Heron
West, Emma Sue Hutson, and
L. K. Pinkley.
At 1:58 p.m. Martha Sue Ryan,
Al Lindsey. Frances Parker, and
Henry Fulton.
At 2:02 p.m. Ella Mae Quer-
termous, Ed Frank Kirk, Chris
Graham. and James Lassiter
At 2:10 p.m. Rebecca West,
Henry Holton, Mary Ann Clark,
and Frank Holcotrib.
At 2:18 p.m. Marie Lassiter.
Charles Clark, Betty Lowery and
Dan Hutson.
At 216 p.m. Dorothy Holland,
Bernard Bell, LeNelle Blalock,
and Ed Griffin.
At 2:34 p.m. Ruth Wilson,
Howard Olila, Martha Nash. and
John Querterrnous.
At 212 pm: Hazel - e -
Littleton. Any ladies who. have
not sigised up for the tournament
should call Mr. SInsmeyer at
the County Club phone 9284. _ exacting procedure.





Patients Admitted  0
Patients Dismissed  2
New Citizens  _0
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day 2:30 P.M. to Friday 11:30
A.M.
Mrs. Charles J. West and baby
girl, 207 Sunset Drive, Mayfield;
Mr. Thomas W. Lofton, Route 2,
Golden Pond; Mrs. Bethel Dyrus,
Birch Street, Benton; Mrs. Glen
McKinney, Route 2. Murray; Mrs.




Looking for lost children com-
prised part of the duties yester-
day of the City Police. Two
lost children were reported, but
fortunately both were found.
One child on North Sixteenit
streeeSwas reported lost but was
found by the time police arirved.
His name could not be learned.
Thomas Eugene Smith. age 10,
son of James E. Smith, was
also reported lost yesterday even-
ing. He had become separated
from his brothers while ilptown
and had gone home ,alone.'
BON 18 BORN
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gene
Dowdy vf Bristol, Tennessee are
the parents of a baby boy born
June 19. He has been named
Bradford Gene. Mr. Dowdy is
formerly of Murray and attended
Murary State College. He , is
also a graduate of the University
of Kentucky. He is employed as
an engineer at Bristol.
The grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Dowdy of Murray and





Several women of the local art
class here wailed their talents
to produce "do-it-yourself"
Christmas cards on a large scale.
The women met once a month
befere Christmas to make the
-cards, -which picture fir trees,
nativity scenes candles and holi-
day messages. Their techniques
included silk scren printing, an
Indians, Dodgers
Are Winners
In the first game of Park
League action Thursday the In-
dians beat the Pirates 11-7. The
Indians collected eleven hits with
Hargrove banging out three. The
Pirates got only two hits as
Hudson and Terhune got one
hit apiece. The winning pitcher
was Steve McCoy and the loser
was Jimmy Robinson.
- "the second game the Dodg-
ers beat the Cubs 21-8 The
Dodgers collected nine hits as
Herndon led with three. The
Cubs had just two hits as Fortner
and 'Paschall got one hit apiece.
The ikinning hurler was David
Terhune and the loser was Loyd
Outland
VISIT HERE
Steve and Connie Fairchild of
Lone Oak a r e visiting their
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man Klapp. Their mother, Mrs.
Gene Fairchild is a patient at
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, where
she underwent surgery on Fri-
day.
Tax Levy Ordinance Fails To
Be Passed At Council Meeting
The Murray City Council met
last night with Matt Sparkman,
Mayor Pro-Tem presiding. 'The
council met at 7:30 and conclud-
ed the session by 8:40s """-- .
The discussion holding the at-
tention of the council for the
longest period came up when
Sparkman called for the second
reading on the ordinance con-
cerning the tax levy for this
year.
Two pi4ints in the ordinance,
which passed the first reading
unanimously on Friday June 7,
came up for discussion. Sectrein
four _calls for the levying of
a $1,50 tax on all male citizenS
between 18 and 65 years of
age. Some councilmen brought
up the question as to how this
tax could be collected when
the individual had no property,
and. if it was legal to levy the
tax on a minor. _
The other point involved, was
the levying of the 15 cents per
$100 worth of unmanufacturect
products in the city not in the
hands of the producer.
Ths figure is incorrect, they
said.
InclUdel in the - ordinance are
sections one and two which call
for the general ad valorem tax
of $1.00 per $100 worth of
property in the city and 20 cents
per $.100 worth of bank shares
The council will meet again
on July 5, and it is expected
that the ordinance will clear
during that meeting.
Another discussion wad held
on the subject of who should
pay for t h e city athomobile
stickers. In the past the general
rule has been followed that any
person fixing within the city
and ow: -ms-ar autoraoltile would
purchase the sticker. Also any
person who owns a business
within the city, although living
outside, would buy the stickers.
Some councilmen expressed the
opinion that persons living out-
side the city.---but - working _in--
the city should purchase the
stickers also.
It was agreed that for the
present the current plan would
be continued. Begining Monday
July 1 dile city police will set
up roadblocks within the city
to check for stickers. The penalty
was to go on June 15 for those
who had not purchased the stick-
ers.
The council recommended that
those persons who had not pur-
Chandler Jubilant As Court .
Hands Down Three Decisions
FRANKFORT 1/1 —Gov. A. B.
Chandler was in a jubilant mood
today as he planned to leave
the state for Williamsisurgh, Va.,
and the annual Governor's Con-
ference.
Three major decisions in the
Court of Appeals Friday were
at least partly responsible for
the governor's genial mood--
coupled with the fact he leaves
next week on a two-month tour
of Europe and Israel.
"We batted three for three, he
said, referring to the court de-
cisions, "the bond issue, t h e
point system, and ..the whisky
tax."
*Asked by a reporter whether
he thought the road bopds could
be sold, Chandler relied, "I
have never been worried about
selling the bonds—not the slight-
est. There never was a rhore
thoroughly tested bond issue than
this one. There are no bonds of
the character or caliber of these.
They are Tripla-A," he added.
Chandler also expressed great
satisfaction with the high court's
ruling upholding the constitu-
tionality of the driver penalty
Miss Nancy Cotham
Leaves For Camp
Miss Nancy Cotham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham,
left for Camp Readsield, Vegas,
Mo., Friday morning to spend
the summer. She will be art and
crafts director.
Miss Cotham is a senior at
Murrax State College_ She will
be accompanied by Miss Judy
Johnston. who will be unit lead-
er in the camp. Miss -Johnston
is a junior at Murray State
and a physical Oucation major.
pint -system.
"It's going to stop this killing
on the highway," he predicted.
He also was happy about the
state of the commonwealth's fi-
nances as the end of the fiscal
year approached. "It looks like
I'm home free on the current
budget," Chandler said as .he
read a letter from Finance Com-
missioner James W. Martin.
The letter predicted that reve-
nue collections for June would
pustsh the state over the 125 mil-
lion Ilonar mark in the general
fund for the year. •
Martin disagreed with the gov-
ernor's optimstic view on find-
ing a ready buyer for the 100
million dollar bond issue, how-
ever.
Martin said he was dubious as
to whether the bonds,. which are
restricted to 3 per cent interest.,
would find immediate buyers. "I
think we can sell them sooner
or later. As a matter of fact, the
market may be improved by the
time the court decision becomes
final, which is 30 days," he said.
Ile said the restriction placed
on interest "'definitely will put
Kentucky at a lisadvantage," but
he said the commonwealth's plan
will be to watch the market and
offer a block of bonds at the
most advantageous time.
"The market is not favorable
at this time. Even If it were; we
would most likely wait • a-Wh
for our first offering," Martin
added. He predicted that the
first offering of bonds probably
would be made in September.
Martin explained that the bond
market was unfavorable just
now because the federal govern-
ment plans to offer two billion
dollars worth ..of 'bonds next
month for refinancing portions of
the national debt.
chased the sticker by July 1,
wools} be forced ,to buy the
sticker, pay the 10' per cent
penalty, and a fine of atibut
43.00. This applies only to per-
sons who are required to pur-
chase the stickers.
About; one-half of the cars
registered in the city have the
stickers thus far.
The second .reading was given
on the ordinance concerning nil
parking on the East side of
South Eighth street between
Poplar and Elm streets, and it
was passed.
• Bids for the paving of the
railroad area will be taken and
the work done right away. This
area is on each side of the
railroad along Railroad Avenue.
All the area will be paved with
the exception of the area by
the Autrey Farmer warehouse
to the old Concord road. A fill
has to be made in the area
before paving can be done.
The_sculvert an front of the
Whirey' Farmer cafe will also be




SEOUL 1? — South Korea
cancelled all, military leaves to-
day and placed its 700,000 sol-
diers, sators and airmen on a
full alert • -tar. in apparent
amatic,ipat to" c ossible Corn-
ninnist attack.
Deputy Defen,se Minister -Kim
Chong Kap said the alert was
"routine." There was little doubt,
however, that it was meant as
a safeguard against Red retalia-
tion by force for. the Allied_
decision to match the Communist
arms buildup in Korea.
Kim said South Korea's troop,
are alerted every eyar on about
June 25 — the anniversary of
the Communist invasion in 1950
—as a means of "intensifying
training 'and checking equip-
ment."
Leaves Unexplained
He did not explain why it
was necessary to cancel leaves,
indicating 'that some soldiers had
-excused from duty, if the
alert had been planned fcis some
time.
Unofficial sources pointed out
that the alert was ordered a
matter of hours after the Western
decision to modernrte ,the de-
fenses of South Korea, was
reported to _Presiejualsssixagrnan -
Rhee.
Communist propagandists in s
Asia denounced the Allied deci-
sion today as a "plot that se-
riously threatens peace in the
Far East."
In South Korea and National-
ist China, however, the decision
was hailed as a morale-building
measure that will prove "the
free world means business."
America's Far Eastern friends
lamented only that the move
was "long overdue."
R.eHit Back
Radio Pyongyang, the voice of
Red Korea, broadcast a long
statement by Maj. Gen. sChung
Kook Rok, Chief Communist truce
delegate in the Asiatic nation.
"The U. S. side has not observ-
ed 'the armistice agreement at
any time since it was establish-
ed." Chung was quoted as say-
ing. -Avow, instead of withdraw-
ing foreign trops from all Korea, ..
it is attempting to bring in ney/,
type weapons and make the
U. S. military occupation of
South Korea permanent.
There are an estiMated 335.000
Communist troops from China
in North Korea — approximately
331/2 Red divisions. Allied forces
in South Korea include 2 U. S.
divisions and scattered units




Two adtomobiles Were damais- _
ed in an accident yesterday
at Ash and Third Streets about
3:30 p.m., according to city pol-
ice.
The drivers. -Rufe Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Dexter and Arthur Horn-
buckle (colored), Murray were
unhurt but their vehicles receiv-
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TRAFFIC HAZARD
•
Work is underssay 
to pave Twelfth street which will
make it smoother and allow traffic to flow more
.1
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- •





W L Pct. GB
Chicago 3i 21 .638
New York 27 22 .627 t2
Cleveland 
31 28 .525 61.2
Detruk 32 29 .52.: 651
tiustun at) 31 .4iI2 81/2
Baltimore 27 33 .430 11
Kansas City 23 331, .417 13
Washington 11 22 
42 .344 18
Yesterctlirs Results
Sycamore street and the Hazel highway- which will elim; 
Washington 6 Cleveland 3, night
mate the traffic hazard at this point. 
Baltimore 6 Detroit 5. night
New York 4 Chicago 2, night
Most any local Motorist knots that he has to bear to 
B96ton 4 Kansas City 3. night
the left when he is traveling south on 12th street as he
nears the triangle where 12th enters the Hazel highway,
because the street narrows forcing him to the left.
In the past this has caused many near accidents.
We think the situation co`uld be improved still further
by moving the state truck checking station located within
the triangle.
Trucks Moving south have to cross the line of traffic
proceeding -north, to reach thk triangle. When they move
on out after having been- diet:Iced, they again erbsts the
.north boundrtraffic line.
We witnessed a near accident the other day when
this occured, and th* north bound car finally came. to a
halt about three feet from the bumper of a huge,soutii-
bound *truck.
The widening of the street will reduce this hazard
merely because it will give a nOrthbound car more
in which to maneuver.
easily. •
The street is being widened at its intersection with
We think it swould be wise
with the checkifig station at
accident occurs, and not wait
injured.











Detroit at Baltimore. night
I Chicago at New York
Kansas City at Boston
The U
nited Press, one ot the largest news gathering
aatencies in the .world, is observing' its Golden An-
niversary.
We wish to pdd our congratulations to the many
are receiving PftlIt all parts,of the world.
We are pleased too that the Daily Ledger & Times
is a member of. the United Press team, if even in only a
small way.. _ -
Freedoni of the press is. one of the reasons this nation
has grown .60 strong since its inception. With agencie•
like the United Press in .action, twenty-four hours a day
and seven days a week, the people of the Unity.' States
can fee'l assured that few things can happen. Lt what
some United Press reporter will find out all the 'facts.
United Press has built a strong following on the basis
of finding and releasing facts, not rumors.
An intelligent people, armed with the true facts, makes
for a powerful :weapon for democracy, a an equally
pow ertzl weapon against Communism.
- We -con-grate-late --the-Ue-i-ted- -Press-and -





st oT defense-is high financially. ,in fact it repre-
sents one of the biggest, if not the largest, slices 1!
the Federal budget.
Another high cost of defense is the loss of life invoked,
*even t hen there is no declared war.
Tomorrow's Games
Kansas Coy at Bkston (21
Chicago at New York (2)





































New York 12 Chicago 10. 10 inn.
Pittsbgh 3 CinFi. 2. 11 inn., night
Philadelphia 6 Milwaukee 1. night
St. Louis 2 Brotklyn 0, night
Today's Games






United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON dfi —The 16
major league baseball teams` pro-
duced $2.867,803 in net profit for
their owners in- the past five
years.
An analysis of the financrat
statements of the ,clubs. showed
today that the....,Aniarican League
took the lion's share of -the pro-
fits—$2.683,192. The eight Na=
tional League teams showed a
profit for the five-year period
of only $184.611.
Some La the teams, like the
Brooklyn Dodgers, the New York
Yankees, the Washington Sena-
tors and the Chicago •White._
have turned in- profits in every
one of the five years from 1952
through 1956. .
Others, like the Philadelphia
Phillies and ' the Pittsburgh Pi-
rates, have lust money in every
one of the five years.
The financial statements were
made public Thursday Py a
House judiciary subspenmittee
that has been investigating anti-
trusk features of organized base-
ball, football, basketball and
Brooklyn at St. Louis
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Tomorrow's Games
New York at Chicago (2)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati (2)
Philadelphia at Milwaukee (2)
Brooklyn at St. Louis
Floods Ravage
China Provinces
TOKYO — The worelefloods
in recent history ravaged seven
provinces on the China mainland
Last year, Communist China dis-
closed for the first time Thurs-
day.
Peiping carried reports of the
floods when they occurred last
year but maintained they were
kept under control. A statement
broadcast by-Thltadio Peiping ad-
mitted today , the floods were
far more serious than its prey-
iousapreports indicated.
National Aviation Day is ob-
served on August 19 in enor
of Orville Wright. It was his
birth date.
The figures were given to the






United Press Sports Writer
The cocky, high - lining New
York Yankees have been saying
all along that it was only a mat-
ter of time until they would
;overtake the faltering Chicago
'White Sox, and the way they
have it figured, today could be
the time.
Only a half-game behind the
White Sox now as a result of
their 4-2 victory over them Fri-
day night, the Yanks, shooting
for their nintkt straight victory,
can take over the American
League lead fur the first time
since May 9 it they beat .Chicago
again tode,Y•swoefre....esiu2.2`.
Johnny Kucks, who pitched
the first' six innings Friday night
'and left with the score 3-2 in
his favor, was the winner, but
'reliever Bob Grim -also w o n
Fe Years Ago Today
Mrs. Ernest Johnsdn, age 70, died Sunday morning at
10:50 a. m. at the home of her daughter. Mrs. %Vincula
Ramsey,409 S. 12th street, Murray.
A revival started yesterday at the Murray Church of
Christ with Bro. Frank Van Dyke, head of the Bible
department Of Freed-Hardman C-ollege, Henderson, Tenn.
:he speaker.
Miss Angelyn Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Brandon of Hazel, became 'the bride of J. D. l'arks,
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. John Parks of Knoxville,
Tenn., on Saturday, June 21, at four o'clock in the after-
noon..
! The East Hazel Homemakers Club held izzi monthly
meeting at the City lark Wednesday morning at ten
o'clock Mrs Robert Crai President reside I at the• • g, , p .(
hockey. -. business meeting.
--ft was the first tune that' fin-
ancial reports of the major lea-
The United Press wire is filled each day with training.;
accidents in which one or more live are lost. - I
Two a-ilors were killed on board a large ship sthis week
when live steam broke a line. Airplanes on training flights
crash and from one to eight or ten men are lost.
Closer to home';' fourteen men are killed when a truck.'
runs oft a, bridge and overturns at Fort Campbell.
Many of‘Aer are inclined to take .lightly the term of
serve served 'by our _men in the armed forces. perhaps
feeling that they axe fortunate in not having to fight a
war too.
However,the many training accidents should-serve as
a reminder that serving in the armed .forces has its dang-
ers, even in time. of peace.
These young men are making a .s.acrifice for the Ameri-
can way of life, even though they ray mixer see comba
t.
It is our sincere wish that their training 'will ever ha
ve
to be put to use.
Read The Ledger & Tides
, For The Best In Sports
gu e teams have been dischised. 20 Years Ago This Wee
Photogenic Gaspe Peninsula',
Mate : Carter, Carlias N stigma/ liaaSPI•JPI:
Visitors from all 48 of the United States and 
countless foreign countries
will see and photograph this eye-appealing 's
cene this summer. It is the tip
of Gaspe Peninsula of Quebec Province. Th
e gigantic rock formation at -
the left of center is fabulous Pace Rock,
 while in the background is
Bonaveriture Island, the world'a largest sanctuary foe
 the gannet, a rare
sea fowL 
,
praise when he held Chicago to
one hit in • the last three innings
and struck out the side in the
ninth. Jim Wilson was ihe loser.
The Yanks scored the two runs
that decided the game in the
fourth inning on singles by Yogi
Berra, Andy Carey and Bobby
Richardson, coupled with a sac-
rifice and a perfect squeeze bunt
by Kucks.
Stobbs Finally Wins
In other American League ac-
tion, Washington southpaw Chuck
Stobbs snapped his 16-game los-
ing streak with a 6-3 victory
over Cleveland; Baltimore de-
feated Detroit, 6-5, and. Boston
beat Kansas City, 4-3.
The St. Louis Cardinals padded
their National League lead to 11/2
games with a 2-0 triumph over
Brooklyn; Philadelphia defeated
Milwaukee, 6-1; Pittsburgh top-
ped Cincinnati, 3-2, in 11 innings
and the Giants outlasted t h e
Cubs, 12-10. in 10 innings.
Stubbs held the Indians to
seven hits in registering his first
victory of the season. The Sena-
tors scored their first four runs
off loser Don Mussi. Art Schutt,
recently acquired from Cincin-
nati, homered for Washington.
Baltimore rallied for three
runs in the ninth to defeat Jim
Bunning. Pinch-hitter Bob Hale
of the Orioles singled home two
runs in the ninth, and after Don
Lee relieved Bunning, Billy Gar-
dner singled home the winning
run. Reliever Ken Lenman was
the winning pireher.
Jackie Jenseneed # homer
and a sing to riVe In three
runs in Bost n's victory. Mickey
Vernon also horriered for the
Red Sox. Willard on blanked
the A's on two hits ft, six inn-
Ben Grogan., 49, state representative and long a prom- 
ings but injured his 1 in the
seventh. Gus Zernial and Bob
inent man of Murrav.died at his home of sudden. heart
attack about 7 o'clock Wednesday morning, June 166.
He served in the general assembly in the 1936 regular
sad special sessions.-.
Mts. Sallie Curd Cutchin, 80, a life-long resident of i 000 
bonus beauty- checked the
talloway County, died at the home of her daughter, 
Mrs.iDociaers on two hits in his first
L D. Hale in Murray, Sunday afternoon, June 13 
major league start. St. Louis.
i:-•,red its first run off rookie
Sheriff Carl Kingins ancL.D.epu.ty A. W. Parker captur- Danny McDevitt in the sixth and
ed their second still in four days ,Monday afternoon,, added another off Don Bement
Juife-14-, 1The en they -tivok-tn- custody re 'AO*— gallon tiottt-' in -nit elgfntt arr-Don Biasing-
lery a little south of Sugar Creek Bridge on the Russell ame's triple and 
Alvin Dark's
Chapel Church Road. singl
e.
Robert Crouse has shipped 99 crates of strawberries' 
Ed Bouchee drove in five runs
besides what he .gave his neighbors. 
and southpaw Curt Simmons set
The Kirksey High School building is about torn away
and the new one will be under construction very soon.
Vote For All Star Team
Local baseball fans are urged
to vote ter The major - leigue
baseball all stan lineup for the
annual all star game to. be play-
ed in'St. Louis next month.
Asiydhe can select as many
befhill• eis he prefers. The ballet-
irig*adline is June 27 'and all
eoertions seogig be mailed. to
the' sports editor, 'Ledger and
All-Star
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Times by June 26.
Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox
old favorite and baseball's lead-
ing active hitter, is currently
leading the •voting with over
24.000 ,votes. It was the Splendid
Splinter who was the' fans num-
ber one choice when the present








[ Dale & Stubblefield Drug I  
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AKIYOSHI SAKAI, 47, whose wife wee killed on an American rifle
range in Japan, tells reporters he feels no a
nti-American sent1- •
menta over the tragedy as he posse with two of 'h
is six children





THE POLICEMAN sternly Informe 
15-month-old Monde Lewis that
there are limits to skin diving at New Y
ork's Rockaway Play.





Curs' homered off reliever Rudy
Minarcin.
Rookie Hurls Two-Hitter
Young Von McDaniel, the $50,-
ROBBERY NO. 6
CHICAGO 15 — Sol Feuer-
stein, 47, an insurance collector
has a hard time keeping ahead
in his work. He has been robbed





servative leader, John Dlefen-
baker, whese party adminis-
tered the first beating Prime
Minister Louis St. Laurent's
Liberals have suffered in 22
years, displays a catch of pike




the Braves down on eight hits
as he' bee. them for the second
time in five days. The loser seas
Lew Burdette.
Hank Foiles'- 11th-inning single
won it for Pittsburgh. Wally
Post's two-run homer in the fifth
off starter Bob Friend gave the
Redlegs a 2-1 lead and they held
it until Joe Nuxhall wild-pitched
the tieing run across in t.4 e
ninth. Bob Purkey was the *In-
ner. Frank Robinson had five
hits in five trips for Cincinnati:
Danny O'Condell and Bobby
Thomson hit 10th-inning, homers
in the Giants' victory over the
Cubs. Andre Rodgers' grand -
slam homer in the ninth gave 7
the Giants a 10-6 margin but
Chicago tied the score in the
bottom of the frame. Walt Moiyn k
hit a three-run homer for he
Cubs.
Highest in U. S
NATION'S LARGEST furnace; 10
stories (110 feet) high, Is in
place at the Harvey Aluminum
plant in Torrance, Calif. It was
built by Westinghouse in Mead-
ville, Pa. The electric giant
heat treats big alloy ahapos
SO feet long. (international.)
MURRAY
Open 6:30 - Start Dusk
Each Feature Shown
Once Only Tonite















































































a ATTEND THE LITTLE LEAGUE AND
BABE RUTH LEAGUE GAMES
LITTLE LEAGUE
Boys in Ages of 9-10-11-12
All games will be played at the Little League Field in the City Park
SPONSORS
Y. B. M.0  YANKS
ROTARY -  CARDS
LIONS   CUBS




- FIRST HALF - - SECOND HALF -
May 21, 1957 June 21, 1957
Yanks  Cards Reds  Cubs
Cubs  Reds Cards  Yanks
May 24, 1957 June 25, 1957
Reds  Yanks Cubs  Cards
Cards  Cubs Yanks  Reds
May 28, 1957 June 28, 1957
Yanks  Cubs Reds  Cards
Cards  Reds Cubs  Yanks
May 31, 1957 July 2, 1957
Cards  Yanks Cubs  Reds
Reds  Cubs Yanks  Cards
June 4, 1957 July 5, 1957
Yanks  Reds Carla  Cubs
Cubs  Cards Reds  Yanks
June 7, 1957 July 9, 1957
Cubs  Yanks Cards  Reds
Reds  Cards Yanks ... 
. 
. . . Cubs
June 11, 1957 July 2, 1C,57
Yanks  Cards Reds  Cubs_''
Cubs  Reds r Cards  Yanks
June 14, 1957 . p, July .6, 1957
Reds  Yanks - Cubs .... . ... Cards
Cards  Cubs . Yanks .  Red,
June 18, 1957 July 19, 1957
Yanks  Cubs Reds  Cards._ 
Cards....... .... Reds Cubs  Yanks
The team listed first for each game is the home team
Game Time  6:00 p.m.
YANKS
Managers W. Faughn - Allen Rose
- Players -
Von raughn, Ronnie Edwards, Johnnie Rose,
Steve Anders, James F. Wilson, Danny Rowland,
James Kerlick, Guinn Jones, Brownie Jones, Jim-
my Taylor, Arlo Sprunger Jr., Craig Banks, Billy
Wilson, John Bennett, Dan Bazzell.
11111411. • .
CARDS
Managers W. Blackburn - E. Hendon
dos
- Players -
Walter Blackburn, Freddie Hendon, Mitchell
Gibbs, Joe Wilkerson, Jimmie Adams, Ronnie
Rogers, Ronnie Danner, Johnny Latimer, Ricky
Tidwell, Carl Roberts, Steve Trevathan, Tommy








Managers G. B .Jones - M. C. Ellis
- Players -
Rudy Bailey, Ray Boren, Mike Broach, Donnie
Cohoon, Pat Cohoon, Jerry Caldwell, Donnie Dan-
ner, Jim Ellis, Jim Erwin, John Hutson, Dan
Jones, Kent Kingins, Sherrill Massey, L W. Pat-
terson, Harry Weatherly.
CUBS
Managers C. Thomas - G. R. Searfos
- Players -
Lonnie Snow, Jerry Duncan, Jesse Shaw, Donnie
Edwards, Richard Hurt, Red Howe Jr., Carey
Miller, Rob Poole, Skinny Hale, Steve Titsworth,
Stanley Hargrove, Billy Miller, Ben Hogancamp,
Bobby Holmes, Tony Thomas.
This Page is Sponsored with the Good Wishes of






KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY
SHELL JOBBERS
THURMOND'S COAL & FEED
FITTS BLOCK & TILE




MR. & MRS. FRED WORKMAN
EAST END SERVICE STATION
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.
- PAGE Mill
BABE RUTH LEAGUE
Boys in Ages of 13-14-15
All games will be Mayed at the Babe Ruth Field in Holland Stadium
SPONSORS










- FIRST HALF - - SECOND HALF -
June 3, 1957 July 4, 1957
Pirates  Giants Braves  Tigers
Tigers  Braves Giants  Pirates
June 6, 1957 July 8, 1957
Braves  Pirates Tigers  Giants
Giants  Tigers Pirates  Braves
June 10, 1957 July 11, 1957
Pirates  Tigers Braves  Giants
Giants  Braves Tigers  Pirates
June 13, 1957 July 15, 1957
Braves  Tigers Pirates  Giants
Giants  Pirates Tigers  Braves
June 17, 1957 July 18, 1957
Tigers  Giants Braves  Pirates
Pirates . Braves Giants  Tigers
June 20, 1957 July 22, 1957
• Braves  Giants Pirates Tigers
Tigers  Pirates Giants  Braves
June 24, 1957 July 25, 1957
Pirates  Giants Braves . Tigers
Tigers  Braves Giants Pirates
June 27, 1957 July 29, 1957
Braves  Pirates Tigers   Giants
Giants  Tigers Pirates Braves
July 1, 1957 Aug. 1, 1957
'- Pirates ..-... •-;-. Tigers Braves ......... Giants
Giants  Braves Tigers  Pirates, 
•
The team listed first for each game is the home team




Tommy Carraway, Tommy Goodwin, Steve Wil-
liams, Sammy Parker, Don Wells, Jerry Wallis,
Dave Miller, Jerry Morton, Buddy Spann, Tommy
Young, Tommy Reesor, Louie Greenfield, Frank
Rickman, Tommy Steele, Jimmy Bucy, Dwaine
Elkins, Hill, Outland, Bill Purdue, Hanky Rodgers,






Ray Roberts, Don Lockhart, Jerry Grogan, Jimmy
Rose, Robert Cole, Ronnie Shelton, Mike Jones,
Danny Steele, Larry Knight, Woody Herndon,
Kim Wallis, Danny Taylor, Roy Wyatt, Steve
Foust, J. L. Barnett, Jan Dalton, Gary Houston,
Robert Muir, Charles Perry, Charles Richerson,
Junior Stalls, Butch Turner, John Wilson.
HUGHES PAINT4lic WALLPAPER
BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY





BANK OF , MURRAY




Billy Crouse, Bill Young, George Oakley, Buddy
Farris, Dale Maupin, Donnie Pride, Johnny Wea-
therly, Jim McKeel, Ronnie Roberts, Billy Nix,
Gaylon Shaw, Jimmy Shroat, Warren Winchester,
Sammy Bradshaw, Clifton Dexter, Tommy Latti-
mer, Lamb, Phil Reeder, David Russell, Story




Mac Fitts, Joe Brewer, Tommy Lyons, Billy Kop-
perud, Vernon Stubblefield, David Sykes, Jamie
Walker, Freddie Hendon, Wayne Garrison, Ron-
ald Thompson, Edgar Childress, Mike Thurman,
Hilton Hughes, Richard Workman, Mike Alexand-
er, Dickie Farrell, Joe Overbey, Don Overbey,
Frank Rogers, Billy Ftayburn, Lee Vance, Dan
Walls.
PARKER MOTORS
YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
BILL & DOT'S RESTAURANT
"HOME COOKED FOOD"
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
- TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY -
DAY &4ITE CAFE
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Mrs. Dean Humphries was the
honoree at a stork shower held
at the home of Mrs. Max Cook.
205 South Fourth Street, on Fri-
day. June 14, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
For the occasion Mrs. Hum-
phries chose to wear an orchid
stripped dress with a hostess'
gift corsage of white carnations
The honoree received in front
of the fireplace. The gifts were
placed in a box decorated with
the letters of the alphabet and
in a blanket tied around the
neck of a stork statuette.
Refreshments were served
served from the beautifully ap-
pointed table os•eflaid .with pink
linen -clottorand chirede4i• with a
lovely blue 'ariarrtement.
Those present Ad., sending gifts
were Mrs. Leex Huingihries. Mrs.
Marshall Ctiolo -) Mrs: s Garrett
Beshear, Mrs. Biklys Paul Thur-
mond. Mrs.. Islas- Dowdy. 'Mrs.
Will D. Thornton, Mrs. Jimmy
McGill, Mrs. Lida Miller. Mrs.
Rudell Colson. Mrs Fie:: Jewel,
Hat-
the




A Cold drink party for Mrs.
Dwaine Spencer. the former
Charlotte McKenzie, was given
on Saturday Morning. June 15
at the home of Miso Pat Rick-
man The hostess for the occas-
ion were Misses Rickman, San-
dra McClure, Mary Erwin. Re-
becca Outland. Betty Careil
Lassiter and F rankle Stubble-
field.
The( honoree was attired in a
white sheath dress and was pre-
sented a corsage of small usefol
kitchen items. She opened rt7r
many lovely and useful gifts
and displayed them on the at-
tractive white cloth covered
table which was decorated with
red roses.
Refreshments were served to
the followusg: Misses Pat Beale.
Katie Bailey. Carole Outland.
Fredda Workman. Sandra Parks,
Judy Ward. Anne Wrather. Mary
Jane Cros s. Melissa Sexton.
Lockie Belle Overbey. Janice
_ Cherry._ Mary _Frank Holcomb.
Mgrion Cain, Cynthia Jetton,
To Be Married Soon
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Parker of Mansfield, Tenn., an-
nounce the engagement of their daughter. Margrette Ann,
to Charles Rex Enah, sop of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enoch
of Hazel.
The bride-elect was graduated from the Henry High
School in the class of 1957. Mr. Enoch is a graduate of
Hazel High School and attended Freed-Hardman Col-
lege at Henderson for two years. He is now employed
with the Standard Products Company of Lexington where
they will make their home.
The wedding will take place Sunday. June 30, at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the N'anDyke Church of Christ
No formal invitations have been issued, but al; friends
and relatives are invited to attend.
Soda Ca-ndar
M•nday, June 24
The. American Legion Auxili-
ary; will meet at seven-thirty
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Earl
Nanny on Farris Avenue.
• • • • .
The Young Woniiett's Class of
the First Baptist Church will
have a family picnic at the City
Anna Wallace. Donna Grogars. !Park 
at six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday. June 25
i. Murray Star chapter No. 433
erT Of t)pern-Star
Sara King. Eileen Rohwedder, ¶ hold its re
gulae _Fleeting at the
St Mrs.. Spencer. and the 
hostesses. Masonic 'Hall at seven - thirty
• • • • -' O'clock .
•
Sykes-McCuiston
Vows To Be Read
Mr. and Mrs. Clec., Sykes of
Murray announce the engage-
ment and approaching marriage
of their daughter. Sarah Frances,
to William Max McCuiston, son
of Mr. and Mrs Talmadge Mc-
Colston of New Comore!. 'de
. Miss Sykes will be i senior
at Murray High School- this fee
Mr IdeCuiron is a graduate of
New Concord High School and
is now employed at Monk's
Service Station.
The wedding vows will be
read on Saturday. June 29, in






— Friendly Service —








1411 Oliv• Blvd. Ph. 490






'L The ydian Crass of--oheoFtrst
Bennet Church will have a fain
ily picnic at dhe, home of Mrs.
Over.Over.,B114ington- at six -• thirty




• a • •
0-Te Christian Wornen's Fel-
lowship, of • the' FA* Christian
VII'will berolidinner meet- the church at six-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
Thursday, June 27
The Magazine Club will meet
wt the home of Mrs. Clyde
Downs a; two-thirty o'clock.
• • • • '
Lynn Grove Club '
Meets In home Of ..
Mrs. Bryan Murdock
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
met in the homept Mrs. Bryan
Murdock for the May meeting.
Miss Marion Crawford gave
the devotion, reading Psalms 100
She else read a beautiful poem
ri keeping v:ith toe program.
The business was conducted by
Mrs. Jwl,. Crawford, vice-presi-
dent. Mrs. Clifford Miller, rec-
reational leader, led the games
and songs. The lesson on -Fin-
ishing Slip Covers" was very
ablY given by Mrs. Leon Cham-
bers, who had also taught a
c-,,up of the ladies to weave
Ficnic baskets and a finishing
lesson on the baskets was given.
Refreshments were served to
eight members and four viii
• Mrs. Carel lidartin'R
be hostess to She c
June meeting'.
PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs. William H. Rob-
inson and two children. Rita and
Jack and young friend, Eulalia
Llamas of San Calemente, Calif.
are *tying at the Murray Plaza
while visiting in Murray on an
extended vacation. The Robinsons
are enroute to New York and
Penns Park, Pertrisylva'nia where
they will visit with Mrs. Felix
Holt- and other friends before
returning to the coast where
plan to build a nee t home
on Lake Arrowhead.
• • • •
Mr. Bob Hunrnphreys and son
Bob Jr.. areiivisiting in 11inerav
and ealloway County this week
with relaftves sand' friends.i




The Woman's Missionary Soc-
'ley of ,the Fitst. flairtist Churcli4
held its 'general • program meet-
ing at the church en. Tuesday.





Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs,
WE WILL BE CLOSED from •




The Susannah Wesley Circle
of the Paris District of the Meth-
odist Church met Tuesday, June
18, at the First Methodist Church
nt- Paris, Tenn., with twenty -
seven persons present.
Mrs. W. E. Mischke opened the
meeting with prayer and wel-
comed the new members who
have recently moved in the dis-
trict. Mrs. Paul T. Lyles was in
charge of the business session.
The nominating committee,
represented by Mrs. J. B. Wheat-
ley, read the slate of officers
for the new year and Were elect-
ed as follows: President, Mrs.
H. E. Russell. Fulton; vice-presi-
dent, Mrs. John Pugh, Dresden;
recording. secretary. Mrs. Carl
Dickerson, , Hazel; corresponding
secretery, Mrs. J. E. Underwood,
Parts; treasurer, Mrs. L u i s
Joiner:. Murray.
The new officers will meet
at the home of Mrs. Russell in
Fulton! July 2 at ten o'clock to
make further plans for the year.
Those from the Murray area,





don, 'Mrs. 0. E. Roseberry,' Mrs.
Carl Dickerson, Mn. R. L. Dot-
son. and Mrs. W. L. Hill..
At the noon hour Rev. and
Mrs. W. E. Mischke were hosts
to a potluck luncheon served in
the dining hall of the church.
• •.• •
Mrs. L. D. Miller
Hostess For Meet
Of Dorcas Class
The beautiful home of Mrs.
L. D. Miller, Jr., 911 Sycamore,
was the scene of the meeting
of the Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
held on Tuesday, June 18, at
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Harry Hampsher was the
guest devotional speaker for the
evening. She gave a most in-
teresting and inspiring talk on
the theme, "The Greatness of
God."
The president, Mrs. Fred
Workman, presided at the busi-
ness meeting. Special prayer was
by Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall, teacher
of the class.
Presenting the program were
the young people's groups of
the WMS and their leaders. Mrs.
George Upchurch introduced
Mrs. Max Cook, young people's
leader, who directed the pro-
gram.
The devotion, was given by
Mrs. Joe Carpenter followed by
a solo. "Have Thine Own Way,"
Euge
sung by Miss Louise Jones. Miss
Human of the College
TWA are a special talk.
The auxiliaries and their lead-
ers are as follows: Sunbeam
Bands. Mrs. James Ward and
Mrs. Johnnie Garner; Junior
Girls. Mrs. E C. Jones and Mrs.
Velma Wisehart; Intermediate
Qirls. Mrs. Clifton Cowan a
Mrs. E. D Johnston;









A delicious potluck supper yids
served. Xaeh of the card tables
where the . guests were seated
Iv:as centered with an arrange-ment of ehasta daisies.. Otherlovely floral arrangements were
placed at vantage points through-
out the spacious new., home
wluch the .group enjoOed j V iew-
JUKE FATHER, LIKE SON AND DAUGHTER '\




THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH walks across the Windsor castle polo field in England in typical fashion,
and Princess Anne and Prince Charles trail along as like as goslings. (fat ernot tonal Soundp/toto),
'Massacre' Fails
VIVIAN MASTERS, 20, looks a
bit glum in Newton, N. J,
hoosegow after her attempt to
shoot up a few cops with a 12-
gauge shotgun. She pounced
In, demanded that the officer
on duty "get Charlie Youhg
down here . . . I'm going to
kill Young and you, and all
the cops and myself." She was
subdued by police who an-
swered a radio code call to re-
turn to headquarters. The Char-
lie Young she was after had
arrested her for driving through
• stop light. (lidernational)
ing.
Present for the meeting were
thirty - six inembere and _tour
gties-ts — Mrs. Hampsher, • Mrs.-
Iffibeet Jones, Mrs. Loud Tritt,
and Mas. Clarence R. Collins of
Clearwater, 'Fla.
Miss Millie Assn Jones•Becomes Bride Of
Freed Curd At Unity Presbyterian ,Church
Miss Millie Ann Jones. daugh- T receive her bachelor of scien
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wyman degree in busi ess education at
;Jbnes— of Murray, was married 10
Garvin
Curd and the 14e Bro. Curd, of
Frelet Cdrd:rion of - Mrs. 
Hazel.
The double ring ceremony v:a
read by Rev. Eurie Mathis at
the Unity *resbyterian Church
on Saturda June 15, at five
o'clock in the afternoon.
The church was beautifully
decorated with arrangements of
white majestic daisies, gladioli,
and chrysanthemums flanked by
the seven branched cendeiabra.
The ceremony was read af the,
couple stood under the white
wrought iron arch.
Miss Patricia Twilla, sol ,
and Mrs. Joan Bowker, rust,
presented a lovely p ram of
nuptial music, traditional
wedding march were used for




owing the meeting a tea
given with the various soc-
ial Chairmen of the circles in
charge. Mrs. E. C. Jones pre-
sided at the tea service.
• 4 •
Ii Inner:'Ileeting To
Be Held. By- CW F
The Christian Women's Fel-
lewship of the First Christian
Church will have a dinner meet-
ing at the-, church on Tuesday.
June 25. at six-thirty o'clock in
the evening at the church.
An installation of .the officers
fur the new church year will be
held. Mrs., Ed Frank Kirk, presi-
dent, will preside at the meeting.
All members( are urea to at-
-
44
ride wore a lovely •wed-a
d dress made of white nylon
stnoned streetolength style. Her
shoulder length lyell was attach-
ed to a band orNeed pearls. She
carried a white orchid placed on
a white Bible.
Miss Frances Byer of Paducah
was the maid of honor and Mrs.
Richard Latimer was the brides-
maid. Miss Byer wore a blue
dress with a crescent bouquet of
yellow majestic daisies..... The
bridesmaid wore a pink dress
with a crescent bouquet of blue
majestic daisies. They each wore and South America.
a head dress to -match. ' Dr. O. P., Bielard, a university
'Nix Curd served as bestman
for his brother. Larry Hurt and
James Phillips v,•ere the ushers.
Both the bride's 'mother, and
the bridegroom's mother wore a
navy dress with white accessor-
lei and a corsage of writhe car-
nations.
After the ceremony the couple
left for a short unannounced
wedding trip with t h e bride
wearing a black dress with white
accessories and the Offen orchid
from her bridal bouquet.
Mrs. Curd is a graduate of
Murray State Chllege in August.
Ur. Curd is a graduate of Hazel
nigh Schbol'and is now a junior
at Murray` state.
Mr and Mrs. • Curd are now
residing at their apartment on
Miller 'Avenue.






city-u as scientists and fed-
51 atl ities are cooper:long
in a .pi,-,ject aimed at guarding
against' pessible threat of a yel-
low fes7er epidemic in the United
States. •
Jungle mniquitoes of the type
that transmits the yellow fever
virus were found last fall in
Texas, Rio Grande Valley, an
area that adjoins the Mexican
border.
In in effort to block reap-
pearance of the dread disease in
the United States, the office of
the U. S. surgeon general pro-
vided $9,243 for University of
Texas research on, the biology
and distribution of the Haema-
g,igus mosquito.
Through no longer commobn
in humans, jungle mosquitoes
and infected antinals have kept
the disease 'alive in the Central
SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
Dr. H. C. Chiles
I
God's Steiltaes„a Love
The story of Joseph is beyond
question one of the most signifi-
cant, interesting and instructive of
all that are recorded in the Bible.
The life of this Old Testament
saint is laid bare in order to show
us that God has a plan for every
life and that He will certainly
bless all of those whose lives con-
form thereto. The person who
honors God will be honored by
Him, even in the hardest places.
After those slave traders had
purchased Joseph from his broth-
ers for twenty pieces of silver, as
we learned last week, they took
him down to Egypt and sold ions
to Potiphar, the calitain of Pha-
raoh's guard. Instead of growing
resentful arid despondent, Joseph
resolved that he would not grieve
or brood over the wrongs which
were committed against him, but
that he would be the best slave
possible. He bravely endured his
Mimes, forgave his brothers and
refused to be discouraged. By tus•
magnanimity in forgiving those
who had wronged him, and in
many other ways, Joseph set an
example which is worthy of our
emulation.
Potiphar tocilt Joseph into his
palatial home, and there he bore
unflinchingly the various trials of
Oriental servitude. Tatth,fully and
industriously, he worked in the
intereet of his master. Recogniz-
ing his remarkable ability. Poti-
phar placed Joseph in charge of
his home and buesiness affairs, in
which position he wrought effi-
ciently and acceptably. God was
with him and blessed him.
I. Joseph As A Prisoner. Genesis
39:20-23.
Potiphar's wife admired Joseph
and became infatuated v•diti him.
She persistently attempted to in
duce him to commit adulte,ry: with
her, but he refuted her anlorous
advances, whedeupon she becarne
his relntless enemy. In his re-'
e pleaded the laws of hon-
, chastity and 'piety. When she
caught hum by the coat he fled,
knowing it was better to leave
his garment than his virtue.
• Following this defeat in her
sinful purpose, Potiphar's wife
brought against Joseph of the very
sin she tried so artfully to get him
to commit, but which he resisted
heroically. Because of her accusa-
tion, Potiphar had Joseph placed
in prison. His failure to have Jo-
seph put to death indicated that
he had not lost all confidence in
him, and that he had not accept-
ed his wife's chiage as absolutely
true.
Joseph remained silent about
the false accusation. No mention
is made of any indignation or ire
on his part. Instead of question-
ing God's love and care, Joseph
silently endured injustice and let
God take care of his reputation.
Evidently he believed the true,
subsequently expressed in thu
Word: "Vengeance is _mine; I will
repay, saith the Lerd." Patienc,
under false accusation is bet
because God cart always vindieao
one's honor better than he can co,
it for himself. It is safe to put
one's case in God's hands and
leave it there.
.liecoh collet
zoology professor in charge of
ore
the resZharch project, said in the
last few years, it has been noted
"is progressing northward" and
"it is possible. if' the progression
continues, 'that the virus will
reappear in this country."
Breland /pointed out that
though only a few jungle mos-
quitoes have been found within
U. S. borders, they constitute
a threat becaige the virus could
reach epidemic proprotions if '
transmitted to the common mos-
quito. Aedus aegypti, found in ,
1,444.
0-4
the reason for du ..treat-
ment, but he , it as
coming through • the permissive
will of God. LookIng up into His
face, Joseph had fellowskip with
God, and it Cheered' his 'heart and
increased his faith in Him. Thr-
ough his adversity he learned to
trust God completely. Depend-
ing entirely upon God, he learn-
ed to think more sympathetically
of others.
Joseph's conduct in prison was
just as manly as it had been else-
where. The keeper of the prison
was so highly pleased with the
mariner in which he acted that he
placed Joseph in charge of the
other prisoners. Even in prison
"the Lord was with him, and that
which he did, the Lord made it
to prosper." Yes, God is able to
cause a man to peosper in pri-
son as well as outside. That God
is with one should be enough for
anybody in any adversity.
IL Joseph As A Prime Minister.
Genesis 41)46-49.
Thirteen years after Joseph was
sold by his brothers, Pharaoh
promoted him to the position of
prime minister of Egypt, which
office was second only to his own.
The story of his elevation througli
the force of his personal ability
and the fauor of God is indeed a
Willing one. Is is another 'illus-
tration of the fact, that God al-
ways honors those who honor
Him. Men may he slow to notice
and to reward faithfulness, but
God never fails to do so.
Joseph was set over all the Land
of Egypt and became the object
of the adoration and affections of
the people. God not only signal-
ly honored him but also directed,
his ways. Through distressing cir-
cumstances and bitter experiences;
he had been receiving the train-
Yeast dough used in holiday pas-
tries needs the proper tempera-
tureand rest before use, Michi-
gan State University food spec-
alsts say. •
Rest is necessary for all yeast
doughs, and rolls, especially the
more elaborately shaped ones,
will keep their shape during
rising and baking if the dough
is allowed to rest about 10 min-
utes after it has been kneaded
down for shapng.
The rest period gives the
dough a chance to regain It&
elasticity, making it easier 14'
handle and shape.
Temperature is important
When making yeast breads be-
cause yeast ferments or grows
best between 80 and 85 degrees
the MSU food specialists said.
They cautioned against add-
ing yeast directly to hot in-
gredients by adding some flour
before . the yeast.
#
•
trig for the'.'position to which he
held been; exalted. Nobody ever
fillai'ait important position effic-
iently ,without Previous training,
whether, it is , obtained by choice
or it forced. upon him.
capacity as prime




grAiYh3iBff expect aid 'Observ-
ing closet, the sites and sizes of
the granaries in which the yield
might be stored. By his example
he taught the importance and
wisdom of saving all the surplus
of the years of plentiful fruitful-
ness for the seven lean years, the
latter of which he knew were ai
certain as the former because GA
had told him so. It is not just the
withnolding of God, but the short-
sightedness of people, that cause::
times of famine. As a result of
'Joseph's sane and wise admini-
stration, the people were enabled
to live without suffering when
the famine actually came.
Joseph As A Parent, Genesis
41:50-52.
From among the Gentiles, Jo-
seph took himself a wife. She
was connected with one of the
leading families of the country,
the daughter of the priest of On.
Evidently she was worthy of her
and of her union with the best of
Israel. To this union two sons
were born. They proved to be a
great blessing to Joseph, brmgerig
hum closer to God and increasipe
his happiness. To each of his solos
he gave. a significant and mean-
'name. The name of the
first was Manasseh, meaning "God
US enabled rue to forget." A
bitter past had been . obliterated.
God had enabled him to put out
this mind
1 
the injuries he had
Suffered_ The name of the second
son was Ephraim, meaning "double
fruitfulness." This mune was giv-
ers in recognition of God's g *
ness to him. Probably he o as
thinkIng of both the years of ex-
traordinary plenty and of the in-
crease of his family. He was
cupled With the present blessings
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-Say, you made a day of it,
Will," he said. "Mrs. Pardee is
some worried."
"I'll go see her."
"I'll put your horse up. You
best get into the house. She's
sure fretful."
"Curly," I said. ''',sippose a lot
of settlers hit the valley next
spring. Not just a half dozen
like we've had, but say fifty or
more. What will your dad and
your neighbors do?"
In the thin light that came
through the smoke- blackened
chimney of the lantern, I saw
the worry that tightened his boy-
ish face, lj*Cri,illy he raid: "I'll help
you fight, Will. You can oount
on me." ,
/ grabbslhis arm. "What about
your dad and the others?"
He shook his head. ',They won't
fight. They know they won't beve
no trouble in their end of the
valley. The trOuble will be here
where there's enough water for
irrigation. You know how it is
where Dad lives, Not even enough
stock water rk someti es."
I let him go, th n, and turned
toward tthe house.• I told myself
I'd knoNA-n all the time I couldr.'t
count on much help.
When I went into the hoii
,..
Sarah looked up trom her sew-
ing, relief a sodden light tn 4 her
face. "Will, what have you been
doing? I've been ,,Vorried."
"What COHN happen to me" I
asked. "Worrying ls a bad habit."
"I know," she s id. "I'm selfish,
I guess. I just don't want to
think of what whuld happen to
me if you - ." She stopped, bit-
ing her lips; then she called,
"Maria, Will's hack. Dish up his
supper."
' I walked past Sarah into the
kitchen. I couldn't tell her where
I had been -slid what I larin (two
The die wagswast. I couldn't hack
away front the job I had arsurratd.
I had made it too plain ti, Mat'h-





'We ha% ilot heard of any
rain makers this spring, and
really -atone of the corn may
have to be taken out of the
soil bank unless more is planted
than has been between showers,
yet. But theie's much to be
thankful for, Pastures and gard-
ens are flourishing anyway, we
have almost decided that the
man upstairs knows better how
to rule this, universe than any-
body else, regardless of how
intelligent and modern minded
man becomes.
There ten*triir much sir ri,es
to report. Mrs. Faiiney's aged
mother 'of Starks, W. Va., and
several other children, remains
an invalid at her 'home as she
has been for months.
Clay McClure is still in very
poor health at his home. too.
There's one good thing about
WORLD WEEK_
MAO TSE-TUNG, RED CHINA ROSS,
ADMITS LIOUIDATION OF 000,000










LIBERALS TOPPLED $Y CONSERVATIVES
IN CANADA, ENIIINO 22-YEAR RULE SY
PRIME INIINiSIER ST. LAUSENT'S PARTY
TTI-SHIP, TO-NATION NAVAL REVIEW



















PLAN AND SAYS AGAIN
HE'D USE TO VISIT U.S.
_AFRICA
1:1












STAR OF DAVID FLAG
SAILS FORBIDDEN Mar
Of ACJAIA UNMOLESTED
Our location here at the corner,
we are near enough to two
church buildings, the Church Of
Christ and Pentecostal, that we
can sit on our porch and hear
their singing.
-Several attended at Sulphur
Spring third Sunday evening.
Bro. Joiner, had, married a
couple last Sunday, Junior Eld-
ridge of Concord and Miss Charl-
ton of Martin's Chapel. We hear
the couple left for Puerto Rico
where, Junior is in service.





















24—M otin taln lake
25-Wise, old man
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Poplar Springs tontinues his reg-
ular visitations to shut ins. He
called Sunday afternoon on Mr.
ahd Mrs. Ed Lovins who always
welcomes his coming.
We saw Br. Ben Bell of Detroit
at home last week. We hear that
_his_larame here _to a
relative of Billy Kingins from
Stewart County.
Since vacation time is here,
also farming time, we are spend-
ing some time cin- the farm on
Cumberland River now.
Wednesday as we helped drive
the cattle to the pasture we
stopped on the river bank to
talk with Robert McCage and
son and Cullen Futrell who sat
by their camp fire frying_ fish.
They gave us some little . cat
fish.
Other campers from Akron,.
Ohio were near by. When the
dam comes, our Isolated homes
over there will db longer. be
havens of refuge.
We did enjoy visiting at the
Amos Acree home on the high
hill overlooking the Currrberlana
River farms.
Mrs. Jeanie Acree who is 84
years old spends her winter in
Florida with _her sons, then one
son, Gray and wife, return with
her to her farm in the spring
where they make a crop in
"adjoiiT,s'Reds' to . the Spice.
HEARING AID
BATTERIES
FOR All MAKES OF NEARING AIDS
Searing Aid sea will be pleased to learn
that a, now carry a cornp.erus lino of Hear-
ing Aid Batteries It is no longer netts-
to obtain Oetteries front turd to
sources Vail our Hearing Aid de.
partment at your Stet opportunity See
out "AUDIOTONIV Hearing Aide too
WI ASS HAPPY TO OPT THIS COW-
MATTA BATTERY aenviCE FOR TIE









YOU'VE OCT THE RICH
NOM CE. I UNDr-R-










IT 5 ONLY FOR PUESLIdITY
PURPOSES, CHARLIE, NOW
YOU WON'T SAY NO IF IT
WILL HELP LITTLE ME
OUT, WILL YOU ?
lands. Bryant Jones, and Fred
Hargis .
She still cooks, does light
house work and gardening and
has such an excellent memory
that we love to listen to her
tell about Stewart County la,.
eniiig os ,.the past" 
Lloyd and Lucille Spiceland of
Dearborn, Mich., are returning
to the Stewart Co. farms for
a two weeks vacation Saturday.
When we returned to Concord
and saw several smashed window
panes at our place we were
shocked until we remembered
we left a big dog shut inside
and he broke out (no break-ins).
KIDDIES WIN OBEDIENCE
MEMPHIS Tenn. AR - Motor-
ists have begun to heed the
119memade signs Qt_e_y_Qiunteer
kiddie patrol which? warn of
'Children At Play," "Slow," and
"Stop." The sharp-eyed kiddies
jot down license numbers of
those who don't obey the signs
and turn them over to traffic
police.
BOOK'S 79c thru June




Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
t-DR. ,RUPERT4 STIVERS
CHIROPODIST — FOOT SPECIALIST
ANNOUNCES
the termination of his practice at 204 South 5t6 St.,
effective Tuesday, June 25th upon entering the
Armed Forces. All patients are being referred to








$ ron. 41.11 .•••• ••••••••
,er tr, o••••••1 'ed.* S,,•'* i.
by Ernie Bushmiller
I THOUGHT OF- Ab.
PERFECT SET OF
BOOKENDS
by Raeburn Van Buren
NO, MA M. I'LL DO Wi lAlEvc,R I CAN
TO HELP YOU GET YOUR PICTURE iN







THAT'S THE GREATEST PART'?
IDEA Sit•!CE I LEFT WASHINGTON.
AND ViCE vERSAY.F.= r 
DON'T WOuND TI-IF LL' •••-,[




W. 't ?'a - - .- Pard"..• •)"."4- arid slept in Use 
barn. Ile had no ."Il ,you tell Mothers
 oil any of - -
rt'i •11 of F.aster Valley. When Joe
the duel .1 ,.1 tuaiam ater Ream in man I had ever met.. H
e was a"
Jor • ii,i S.  , ,o -TA7te rare of Knthy 
. coward, and crafty, and his word 1 "I 
won't tell them,' he said.al 1-rtnr of .tili r pyleg et its wounds.
V••• Om." iefeji in to a young N ..aan meant nothing. 
but 1 thought I "I truly promise 
thic; I won't.''
e'.., hyl attm-te Jae s interent.
/211•2.. tatter! <hart:, of the ranch.. 
could get. him to do what I
'e.-,- Ile :• .11 as forcinar. This makes 'want
ed if I handled him right.
t-a,, , x2e-uo to get the job Going 
When Alton saw me, he gothim tr, re-my. for Gene Dillingham
bilitl.-e. Sarah cives 13eezion eark punt_ 
up from where he had been sit-
- 5-01,iiiii, of the 14,:z P. to make him ting by a window 
patching a sweet air and mounted 
and rode
eii7ihte to be a nieml-r and •ftsert
aut:m tty in the Banter vailey came- 
pair of pants. up the 
creek. ,
r.en's as. at. n. Joe Pardee had "Coley," I sa
id, "you know the It was long aft
er dark when
6.":a I*, Pre":'1''''t. Ti" new Pr."1"1• 
two greenhorns who just drove I got 
horng. Curly King heard me
Alec It..):'s.in, 1. mit the nghter for the
t aittl to inaintrin Joe Pardee's iron- "Why. I wouldn't say I k
now 'carrylng a rantern. A few 
snow-
54
I closed my knife slowly and
slipped it into my poiket, looking
at Alton all the while. I-turned '
and walked out into the cold,
between us as he
fiee of huniestealers. but Sar op- thrrit
.-M-e,-Beeeott,-" ba said ' flak
es whirled
poses violence "to protect grass we
don't own " Whets two newcomers.
John ?father* and Al Romig. come to
P to inquir- about land In the
..dioy, her new ranch partner's hos-
tility to them angers Sarah. Will's
own anger is greater when, later, he
learns from Kathy Morgan that Math'
,'in and Romig are preparing to bring
a rolony of fifty families to live in
th.• ,alley, aided by Merle Turner. an
Kanter Valley ,,,an Turner in a crony
of Dillingham's and an enemy of
es or one ,'lee in the valley. Will goes
to blathers to warn him to give up
his colonization a. heme. 4
CHAPTER 11
HADN'T fOUCHED Mothers.
I He was a dceamer, and A stu-
pid one at that, with no notion
whatever of what life in Easter
Valley would be for a bunch of
greenhorn farmers.
I rode back to Alton's Trading
Post, thinking hard. Mothers had
been warned. If he came again in
tiously. "They stopped on their
way into the valley, and stopped
again just now."
"They tell you 4hey'd be back
in the spring?"
A crafty expression worked in-
to his faded eyes. He wasn't sure
what I was getting at, but the
pOssibility of making a dollar was
never absent from his mind.
"Well, now, Mr. Beeson, I don't
kart recollect."
"All right, Coley," I said. "This
Is worth $100 to me if you do
what I want you to."
He didn't say anything until
he cut off a chew of tobacco
front a worn plug and stuffed it
into his mouth. He worked on it,
eyeing me; then he said: "I'd
like to help, out, Mt. Beeson. I
truly would. But if ,it ain't
legal . . .
the spring, the death of his people I was angry then. The
 formal-
would be on his head. I knew ity of being legal had never b
oth-
what bad to do. I'd stop him.„.tred him. "I figure to shoot a 
few
No matter what Sarah said, I'd s Mem" I said, "but if y
ou don't
stop him. t4jve the stomach for it 
you're
I tied zriy horse at the rail in n& my man."
front of the trading post and I had started to turn,
 when he
stee4. there a moment, thinking said hastily: "Now dora
 get your
areaut'what Alec Dodson had said taH up, Mr. Beeson. It'a just that
g: "I won't fight for i have to be careful."
I laid five gold eagles on the
bar. "Coley, if you agree to my
proposition, you get this now and
the rest in the spring." I waited
while he studied the money. Then
I took my knife out of my poc-
ket. "I've cut a lot of 'elves
with thqt knife, Coley: If you
double-cross me, I'll do the same
with you."
He jumped back, his gaze on'
the knife, then on me, find finally.
on the money. He whispered:
"Mr. Beeson, I wouldn't sell you
out. I'm deeply hurt by--"
"Timn it's a deal?"
He nodded, and pocketed the
money.
"When will Withers and his
bunch be back'!'"
"The middle of April."
, "It's ft- good day's pull to the
valley from here," I said, "so
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NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials fur
over half century. Porter White,
.' Manager. Phone 121. July 13C
 1
„ WILL DO baby sitting. Can sit
any time during the, day. Bobbie
Jean Higgins, 312 .N. 6th Street.
June25P
JUNE JOHNSON has been added
to The staff of the. College Beauty
Salon. Call her at 648 for ap-
pointments. June 24C
LEARN TO DRIVE your car,
ten easy lessons. Dual control
car furnished. For- further
formation call 1292 or 2086-R,
after 5 p.m. June 22C




L. E. DICK MOTOR CO.
All remaining shop equipment,
including Lubrication Cabtn
With' overhead swivel, Bean
Front End Machine, Bean
Visubalancer, Porter Power
Set, National Ventilation Sys-
tem, 1 lot of Special Tools
and many other items.
$2000 .worth of miscellaneous
Parts, to sell in small lots.
National Electric C.ash Regis-
ter, Large Safe, Chairs, Small
Electric Signs, Service Arrow.
Film Projector & Screen, 2
Small Radios, 12 Flouresten:
Light Fixtures, Desk Lamp.
Write-up Desk and other iterht.
too numerous to mention.
Auctioneer — Joe Beadles
L E. DICK MOTOR CO.
415 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
ANYONE INTERESTRD in the
bpkeep of the Old Salem Ceme-
tery should leave their contri-
butions with the Bank of Mur-
ray, Freeman Fitts or Lowery
Parker. We are in urgent need
of funds for the upkeep of the
cemetery. June 24C
SEWING Machine service and
repair. Leon Hall, Lynn Grove
















4. ROOM MODERN unfurnished
apartment. Available immediate-
ly. Call R. W. Churchill. Phone
7. June 24C
3 ROOM UNturnished first floor
apartment. Private bath and en-
trance. 505 Poplar. Phone 315.
June 23C
r Bus. Opportunities
 GAMBLE FRANCHISE evade-
HOME. All modern 
ble. Real opportunity to own and
Available now. 220 
operate a store of your own.
Phone 526. VJester, 
Stock a courcrete line of hard-
itine.traeiAmare. housewares. sporting goods, 
i paint, auto supplies, appliances
• FOR SALE I
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance,
see Claude Miller. Phone 758 and
1050. Office over Dale & Stub-
blefield. TF
"  
NICE BUILDING LOT on Wood...,
e
Office & Home Necessiti•S
Add ress books. Sc rife h Pads.
Post Binders, Time books
'Common Sense"expense books
Pens, Pencils, inks. carbons.
Stationery, Tags, sale .books
Folders, Indexes. guest checks,
Staplers & Staples
Scotch Tape




and toys. No experience neces-
sary, we will. train. Write or
call Gene Stephens, Box 521,
Clarksville, Tenn. June 22P
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to tala-_.) this means
of expressing- to our many neigh-
bors and friends our sincere ap-
preciation and thanks for your
kindness and expression of -sym-
pathy shown us due to the pass-
ing of ourIbrothcr, Asher Cooper.
.4:91,1.4at- -seat e the-if ood and
Eiutiful flowers We, also, ex-
press our greatful appreciation.
To the H. Churchill Funeral
Homes sertice, the comforting'
words of the ministers and to
the quartet that sang, we. wish
to say "thanks for everything."
May your interest and concern
be as rewarding as it was satis-
tying to us.
Brothers ,and Sisters of
. Asher Coolar
GUIPJ[1.0C 
by the prize•winning western novelist
WAYNE D. OVERHOLSER 
',I./r
/741114--T-7 • -r_ •g-47 
Wa me D. Owerholser 1956. Front the bovsl 
;published by
The tea Co. Distributed by Klaa Features BP5thrato
.. .. 
.
Alton wrs not entirely to blame 'Me tin 
--• v-o,' ' - ••••• '"-t
r 
.•.
!",...ie his Lzen the It.ix 1". is 
,,
i'..,.' ,,,., to: the
 smell. The o,,:l room wit,. Mrs. l'. ......e 
or Pilimio i-ro. MC:
tester Watley in frontier eolb'rsao filtlhy. Fe 
bought furs.and hales. Savvy?"
'ever rie-e Joe im.•I Sarah PArdee tools and often stwed them at one end 1 "1 can't ride that far," he 
6013
1.0n in. a homelcza. hungry kid. sce.en
ye7.nt back. Witt Holes the deemult of t
he room. He kept supplies unhappily.'





spoiled long before he got around
to, throwing
He nodded, reheeed.' "I'll do
i4„
He lived except for 
alithat."
„ row!,,ta‘a, to meet Ai seam, Mexican kid who did 
the chores 1 I fingered the blade of 
rtiy knife.
Ire' eiy tee h ttenteas between Joe
trio wife. Sarah. who has Heed in
• • . slave an accident.
Ote mural-, Will rode with Jo*
and G.- Dillimetsm. another
tapred .t he w-a e leset in famigly, 
but he was the greediest his outf
it that you sent word- tO
Ian, h. es' rights that Joe VIM WIII 
downriver ?" and came
 out of the bunithouse,
natuy or keeping the x'
that mo.
the Box'sP el you won't fight
for Anchor."
But WI eotildi wan to see
who had tb fight. 011s those fifty
families wive in the va'hley. they'd
stay; but if we could sthp them
in the canyon . .
I went into Alton's, place and
closed the door behind me. In
the summertime I ell -stand it
open, but now, in the Aoki weath-
er, the smell was eta bad I
wouldn't have comer in if I could
have helped it.
Alton %yap about sixty, stringy
man with alt his front teeth gone
and long hair that he continual-
ly brushed bark Ifrom his fore-
head. Ile never took a bath, Sel-
dom shaved, and as far as I
knew he was wearing the same
suit of buckskin he'd worn when
because the door W always
I'd come to the country seven they'll 
camp on the river. As soon
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United Press Staff „correspondent
CLEVELAND, Olilo 61" — .Ed
Mullen. telegrapher for the Unit-
ed Press from the day of its
inception, today announced' his
retirement. _
The genial Irishman's decision.
long forming, was announced on
the 50th anniversary of the serv-
ices' birth date.
Edward • Joseph Mullen, 73,
chief operator in UP's Washington
bureau during World War I,
decided reluctantly to stand aside
from the flow of day to - day
history wihch for more than 52
years his quick hands have
transfitted by 'Morse key and
modern teletype
"Sure I'll miss all this." said




United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 414 — Back-
stairs at the White House:
Mrs. Eisenhower's "top to toe"
physical check-up this week, just
four months after her last exam-
ination, is in keeping with doc-
tor's orders and her own summer
plans.
The first lady's personal friends
back up Press Secretary Jamei
C. Hagerty in describing her
trip to the Army's Walter Reed
Hospital Monday as "purely
routine." They noted that Mrs.
Eisenhower for years has been
getting complete physical exami-
nations twice a year, and some-
times more often.
The medical advice from hee
doctors is that it is the better
part of wisdom for women to
have such regular check-ups aft-
er reaching a "certain age." and,
though she doesn't look it. the
bureau where he has worked. 60
-year old first lady has reach-
since 1920. •ft'But my wife and ed it.
I decided I should have some 
Also, Mrs. Eisenhower has had
time of my own." a 
heart murmur since a child-
Self-Taught Telegrapher hood 
atack of rheumatic fever.
"All this" has filled Ed Mul- 
This obliges her to take it some- . of the home.
len's life since he went to work 
what easy and is an added rea- Other models are covered in
as a self-taught telegrapher at 
son for regular medical check-
:he age of 15. After some com-
mercial and newspaper work.
Mullen was appointed operator
for Publishers Press in Spring-
field. Ohio One year later he
was appointed operator for 
Mrs. Eisenhower's summer plans. , esith smart fabrics, much like
Scripps-McRae at the Cincinnati 
'With the official White House the speakers on a phonograph.
Post. 
social season ended in May. Mrs  •. • Television sets also appeared
These two agencies merged in 
Eisenhower is said to be anxious in new dress.
1907 into United Press, w.ith 
to get up to the Gettysburg Philco Corp. showed a slim- -
Her very limited knowledge
Mullen making the change also. farm. 
.for her usual extended line portable, less deep than 
of English awas an advantage
After a tour in the Cleveland 
summer stay conventional portable with an
bureau. Mullen was called 
to -would make a trip to Wash- antenna which folds away into
Washington as chief operator in 
ington unnecessary later on. the carrying handle
the months proceding World War The set comes with a variety
Newsmen questioned Hagerty of coverings — leather. alligator.
There. the flashing fingers of intensively about the first lady's plastics — and looks at first Influence from abroad. He began
a jaunty. clothes - horse type Walter Reed visit because they glance like a piece of expensive shouting, 'Action," with the ac-
pounded out in Phillips code the recalled that her health became luggage. Cent on the last syllable.
text of the declaration of war a political isuse even before RCA displayed a wedge-shap- When someone pointed thilr
against Germany. There, for three the President's did. esch. television set to fit in a corn-
solid days Mullen transmitted Early in 1955. when she be- "er




• ('Editors Note—The Ledger le
Times completed ten . years as
a client Of the full leased-wire
service' of United Press on June
16. The news-gathering agency
this week observe A its fifieth
anniversary, and several pictures
United Press Staff Correspondent and features in this section tell
HOLLYWOOD — — It's 
of the organization's history.)
Film Sho
By RON BURTON
mazing how much more French
you can learn from a pretty 
RI N. D. QUIGG
By SHERI GILES% French girl than you can in a 
Un1ted Press Staff Correspondent
United Pews Staff Correspondent .anguege class, in school, accord-
NEW YORK 1ff — The United
CHICAGO 4ff — Air cOndition- irsg t
o Tab Hunter. 
Press turned its first half-centur
ers no longer look like air-condi-
y.
'Hunter is being instructed (un- 
this week, (June 21) with a
boners ilStoves are hidden in intentionally) by Etchika Chotir-.
palls and counters. A piece of eau. a Parisierm
e who speaks
luggage turns outto be a per- totally broken Eng
lish for War-
table television set. 
'
ner Bros. in -Lafayette Esca-
'Manufacturers showed these drille.."
isdisguises at t h e International Th is convenient for her,
Home Furnishings Market here, because she speaks very title
illustrating the trend a variety Ef1.8111011 -la This tIkWnef". The
23-year-old charmer has been inin new treatment of furniture
for the home, a dozen or so French, Italian and
Air Conditioners have under- German motion pictures. This is
gone the most noticeable changes her first Hollywood film.
this season. Hunter went to Paris several
They are losing that boxy years back but didn't learn
look and manufacturers are try- enough French to read a meou,
ing to make them appear more When director William Wellman
like a piece of furniture to ignported Mlle. Chroureau for
harmonize with a room's decor. 'Lafayette Elscadrille." Hunter
One company features a model never knew he had such a talent
with a removable front panel
which can be covered at will
with different fabrics or wall-




said. -She as to fumble 
with Englis words in scenes
with Hunter. Later, of course.
she'll have tia learn English."
Wellman wasn't immune to tJ
renewed pledge to satisfy the
people's urge to know.
President Eisenhower in a mes-
sage of congratulations to U. P.
President Frank H. Bartholqrnew
said of the press association's
role: '
-By sending and receiving a
steady stream of- teenier-news
from around the world; it per-
forms the valuable service of
participating in the general world
knowledge of Ihe truth and by
so doing steengthertS the free
'world and its peoples."
The years since the U. It
came into being on June 21.
1907, haee seen the mechanics
of news tranmissions change from
dots and dashes sent in code
for the Gallic language.
• along a multiple 
points. to auto-
The Director, Too mation that spans 
continents and
Hunter started with single oceans instantly with words 
and
advanced to pictures.words and has now 
complete sentences.  The business Starxeo With 460 Clients
--- 
sleek veneers.. brightly colored is contagfous. too, for many 
The U. P. begaci with 460
metals which give them the members of the cast and crest 
newspaper clients in, the United
appearance of a chest of draw- who suddenly are recalling their 
States. Fpy years later it was
Mrs. Eisenhower's inmates also ecs high school French which they serving 4,644 clients worldwide
report that .the timing of her Still other air conditioning units studied quite a few years ago. and 
employed more than 10,000
"present check-up is tied in with feature the air vents Covered The actress, is the only woman ediftirs, corre
spondents, photo-
an the set and has 50 young men graphers, and telegraphers.
around her as a rule. The re- In meeting a "deadline every
sun is that a 'lot of alleged minute" around the world, ,.it
French is flying back and forth, shaped it report of what's new
into many forms: a basic word-
and-photograph flow to news-
papers: newscasts to radio sta-
tions, motion pictures and script
to television station; special bun-
dles to periodicals; informative
dispatches to special correspon-
dents, executive. corporations, and
government offices including the
White House; news to ships at
sea
United Press executives empha-
out to him, he said: sized that while the agency faces
"What do you goys expect ._the new half-century ready to
were to ake up the American the President's did. also were shown widely at the 
to do when you're going around adopt new electronic and mech-
Expeditionary Force.
s, ,7Early in 1955. when she be- home show saying, 'Oui. Mr. V.' 'Irnan'" 
anical methods, there can be
Mullen returned to Cleveland came 111 and cancelled all 'ap- Many of the new builteins 
__ono chang.• In the demand for
in 1920 and remained in this
bureau until today.
Last To Retire
Now he will "buy two fish-
pomtments. Democratic National
Committee Chairman Paul But-
ler predicted that her health
would keep the President from
ing poles and just laze around." seeking, a second term. Repub-
In retirement/. Mullen might licans lumped all over Butler
relax; but in harness he could 1 in a political donhybrorik that
not. was forgotten six months after,
Ed Mullen, last to retire of when the President suffered a
three survivinetelegraphers who heart attack while vacationing
helped give birth to the United in Denier 0
Press, at one time sat only to -- thermometer even higher. By the
eat. His telegraph instrument and The President usually looks time the President arrives, the
typewriter stood on a chest-high cool and collected during his room already resembles a meat
shelf. Mullen stood or paced the news conferences, but reports bath chamber.
....ROW.. but...MVPS...missed A. word_ . are that _he clidnt-helab •itel.444. . Hefow. the last conference, Hog-
of the dot-dash chatter which for the old Indian treaty room erty was asked by lung-suffering
once carried the world's news. yesterday in the current on- newsmen if there was any chance
 —.g.A•••••••
 hurniA weeitier 
.-From that instrument, later slaught of record-breaking, hot, of switching the meeting else-
11•01,1/—tht,- keyboard'4-,f___ n1 where Hagerty
rs 
-
teletype printe , the nimble fin- The top floor conference room, "Nope"
gers of Ed Mullen have ticked crowded with sweltering news- He laughed with the rest when
off some of the high marks in men. screams for air-conditioning
a half centu history ry's sto. even without the addition of ad: "Any 
plaintise question was ask-
objection to bathing
-I worked the Iroquois Theater I the battery of television and suits7"
fire, the first war beginning to Icamera lights which push the
Built-in stoves and refrigerators
were covered with the same s
material as the kitchen cabinets
Griddles were sunk in kitchen
counters, oven-broiler combina-
tions hidden in walls
Manufacturers reported t h e
built-ins are extremely popular
with builaers, and are outselling
conventional stoves and refrigera- ,
ton in the remodeling market,
end, the sinking of the Titanic,
the burning of the Morro Castle,
the Russo-Japanese War, the
Scopes trial — many, many
more just as important," he said.
Others have lived through the
era, but few have been closer
to the daily history of the world
than Ed Mullen, dean of United
Press telegraphers, leader of what
UP Board Chairman Hugh Beall!e
caled a "noble breed...the corps
d'elite of the industry."
No small area in the wcrld is
known to have a greater sarieiy
of minerals than are found at
Magnet Cove. Ark, Some 80
different minerals can be' found




- QUALIFIED SERVICE MECHANIC —
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
DAILY LEDZET1 41s TIMES
PhEme 55. Grog.49 Q.Wilson, manageir
5,
IN MANCHUKUO in 1933 are, left to right, Roy W. Howard,
former president of United Press; Yu Shao-lan, of the staff of
the boy emperor, Henry Pu-yi; and Miles A'. Vaughn, former
U.P. Far Eastern manager, who a few years ago was killed in
a hunting accident in Japan.
JOURNALISTIC FREEDOM-FIGHTERS: Hugh Baillie, then
president of U.P., and his assioant and now secretary of United
Press, Robert L. Frey, work as consultants in 1943 to the U.S.
delegation to the U.N. conference on freedom of Information in
Geneva, Swit erland.
Correspondent Ed Keen's War
- Scoops Set Journalism Record
Ed t. Keen, gen.ral European manager of the United Press,which Serves(be Cleveland Press, Tuesday beat all oPP081tIon al:and one half hours on the German-French declaration of war, two
hours and fifty minutes on the German Niglio declaration, and
sae how and fourteen minutes on the Engllab-German deelazatIonHe was former—speseetrfirTt-Prinnr-st WistifIllfrob andIs the man elle pot over a taelsesbour beat on asulnaldo's attackon Manila, whIeb opened the United States-Pbillpplaii war . Hisperformance Tuesday journalietic reeord
dedicated .newsmen to dig below
surface facts.
"We must continue to be will-
ing to experiment with any new
'System or approach 'which offers
itio*pe of still better performance
in the great job- of cheering the
world S'-•Birrtirolomew said. "Open -
minded willingness to try the
untried served us well in 1907
and we don't propose to put on
blinders or lapse into comfortable
routine in the years ahead.
"The problems and complexit-
ies of newspaper publishing have
multiplied a hundredfold in 50
years. But the principal function
of newspaper publishing is un-
changed—to provide the people
with the best possible coverage
of the world in which
ber of news readers in foreign
countries as illiteracy is pushed
back at an increasing rate in
future years was forecast by
Joseph L. Jones, U. P. vice
president and general foreign
manager
New Bureaus Opened
"The U. P. wl 'become more
and more international in service
as more people learn to read
paper offices.
In 1062, the U. R. entered the
newspictures field. In addition
lo the Telephoto method of
sending pictures, it developed
the first compatible system for
receiving ready-to-use pictures
on an automatic, unattended fac-
simile receiver which used the
existing Telephoto network.
NEW YORK If/— A 9-year
old aartment-dwelling girl who
we live 
"airmailed" a number of un-
addressed pen-pal letters out
ed and put in shape by traihed 
a fifth-floor•window has received
The news will have to be gather-
several answers -- one from
Rangoon. Etorma. 
men and -women who comprise
quire the best tstlett." 24, Janet Capron wrote 
several
letters, addressed only to "Deer
Home with a told last Aprilour staff, We shall always re- -
Of Things Tet,..Ceme -0 
Earl .1. .Johnson, U. P. vice 
Somebody," asking that the re-
president and general news ma- 
cipients answer them. She then
nager, gave this prediction of dow.
tossed the letters . out the, win-
.
the years to come:
"United Press reporters twill 
The first reply came from a
soldier at Fort Sill, Okla. He.
have many new mechanical de- said he knew what it was like
vices • to record their impres- 
es 
not to receive leters, then gave
sions and deliver their dispatch 
The public's appetite for news 
some friendly advice 'to little
Miss Capron.
to an ever-widennig audience. The letter from Rangoon be-
is insatiable. but we are already gin:
satisfied with the bare bones
of current events. They want 
"As I was sitting down under
ed 
a palm tree in front of my
to know why things happen home at sundown one evening,
and fhe meaning of what has new member papers, your letter came blowing into
happened.
porters of the future will 
my lap — driven by the first
"Re U. P. Pioneered monsoon winds.
have to recognize the first rum- The U. P. covered world news "Are you pretty" How old
blings of an economic or political independently and became the I are you7" asked the writer, who
or social earth current. They will first North America press asses T said - he did not read English
have' to "be able to detect its ciation to serve newspaperd- in well and that the letter was
approach and tell what it means. Europe, South America, and the being written for him by an
Readers are increasingly rebel- Far East. It pioneered in em- uncle.
ant to accept surface facts as phasizing the signature of the It turned out. however, that
news The news dispatch of
the future will be based on
a depth of research and an
seeing that people are no longer
understanding of 'world forces
designed to meet the information
needs of a vastly better educated
public than we have today.
"In other word,, I believe that
journalism will keep pace with
or even a few rteps ahead i if
all the great technologital and
social chances that the world
is sure to undergo in the next
50 years"
.tremendous ittcreA ase in *num. -
the news of their own lands Postoffice Aids
and from the rest of the world,"
Jones said. Small Girl With
Mims Thomason, vice president Airmail Letters
and general business maanger,
said U. P. will -keep pace with
*owing clientele by opening
-SOW bureaus and establishing
new services: He said the U. P.
now pperates 205 news and pic-
ture' bueaus, 110 in the United
States,
The United Press AstotiaTiOns.
the corporate name of the U. P.,
was founded by E. W. Scirpps,
publisher of the Scripps...McRae
newspapers (now Scripps-How-
ard), by combining three news
agencies.
Scripps merged two agencies
he owned, the Scripps-McRae
Press Association . in the Middle
West and 'the Scripps News As-
sociation in the Far West, and
purchased the Publishers Press
Association in the East. He made
U. P. news available to all newsi-
papers, in contrast with the
Associated Press, a cooperative
whose members exchanged news
and governed the admission of
correspondent on the dispatch,
introduCing the big-name inter-
views developing the feature story
as an important part of wire
CI Ty.
In 1935. the U. P. became the
first major American news agency
to serve radio stations It wrote
this news in ear-catching style
In 1951, it began supplying
motion pictures and script to
television stations In the same
sear it s4,4erl yoesetter a
device which sends news dis-
I patches by wire and automatic-
ally sets them in 'type in news-
the post office had aided Janet
and the law' of gravitation in
the dispatch of the letters to
Fort Sill and Rangoon. Not to
mention a man named David B.
Magee.
Magee. a neighbor of the Cap-
rons, found several of the letters
I on the ground. To cheer the
child, he mailed them to a soldier
brother at Firt Sill and 'to an-
other brother with the U. S.
Information Agency in Burma.
He asked that they reply or pass
the letter along to someone who
would
ilETERAN REPORTER is Frani,. II. Bartholomew, UP's president. Above, third from lest, direct:
ing coverage of the Santa Barbara earthquake of June 29, 1925, and, below, as a war correspond-
ent on Okinawa, chatting with a camouflaged Marine. Below, right, is a recent picture a him
at his desk. ss
STARTING HIS CAREER
with UP., in London, in 1922:
Lyle C. Wilson, right, now
vice-president and Washington
manager, takes a story over
, the phone while chief teleg.
rapher F. Pinkerton dispatches
one by Morse.
STILL STANDING is—a-ree,.
ord- achievement is Ed Keen's
- -trivir -wart-newt -beirt7-111r re.
ported at the left. The clipping
is from the Cleveland Press of
August 5, 1914. 
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